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Senators file against USG's Nieto
By April Elliott
ST*fF WRITER

The
Internal
Affairs
Committee for the Undergraduate Student Government has
received letters of intent against
vice president Rebecca Nieto
regarding expenditures.
On Monday, Oct. 9, the senate
was informed that two of their
fellow senators had filed letters
against Nieto.
Marcos Popovich, president of
IISG, and Nieto spent many
hours on campus this summer
trying to get things together for

the return of the student body.
During this time, no general
assemblies were held and money
spent was approved by the
Executive Board and USG's two
advisers.
"The Executive Board spent all
summer working on USG," Nieto
said. "No one understands how
much time we spent building up
this organization."
Nieto is being reviewed for not
following the proper channels in
getting the money she spent over
the summer approved.
The first issue that is being

looked at is a $700 expenditure
for a tent at the first home football game on Sept. 9.
The tent was sponsored by
USG and was open to all students.
Over the summer, Nieto had
worked in conjunction with
Athletics to offer the students a
free $500 raffle.
"The purpose of the tent was to
get the students to come to the
first game, to allow them to
socialize and to support the football team," Nieto said.
Nieto said that she received

approval for the tent expenditure
from the USG Executive Board.
The Executive Board is made up
of the chief of staff, the speaker of
the house, the treasurer,
Popovich and USG's two advisers.
"I never received one word of
objection," Nieto said. "I told
Nick Gresko |the treasurer for
USG| and he never even hinted
that this might not be acceptable
to the senate or him."
Nieto is more hurt by the fact
that this money was not spent
frivolously, it was spent on the

students.
"This was a service we provided for every BGSU student,"
Nieto said. "I had told USG about
it at the first meeting and unfortunately the chief of staff and
myself were the only ones there."
Senators are also questioning
Nieto's purchase of advertising
space in The BG News. This
summer she purchased 300
square inches of ad space
because this would save the organization one dollar per square
inch.
"last year we went through

923 square inches of advertising,"
Nieto said. "I only contracted for
300 because it allowed us to save
money. Besides, I thought the
newsletter we had planned to put
out would save us from running
so many inches."
The newsletter was cut from
the final budget and extra money
remains to be spent on advertising space. The issue here is not
the amount of money Nieto
spent, but the fact that most of
the inches have already been
USG, PAGE 2

Latino Student
Union plans for
Heritage Month
By Anne Moss
STAFF WRITER

The University's Latino
Student Union kicked off this
year's Hispanic Heritage Month
by receiving the Outstanding
Organization of the Year Award
at the United States Hispanic
Leadership Conference on Sept.
29.
The group of 30 students, faculty, staff and adminsitrators
were on hand to receive the
national award that hasn't been
given out for more than 15 years,
said Jesus "Jesse" Sandoval,
junior middle childhood education major and president of LSU.
"Coming home with this
award reflects what we, as an
organization, did last year and
also shows where the organization is going," Sandoval said.
Sandoval explains that the
award was based on members'
leadership in the University and
their relationship with the community.
For some students Hispanic
Heritage Month means more
than just celebration.
"This month is also useful to
teach others about culture and
appreciation for culture," said
Shawn Vasquez, senior interpersonal communications major.
Vasquez is also taking time out
to catch up on cultural readings
and allow time for reflection.
Rosa Acevedo, freshman prelaw/political science major,
thinks that Hispanic Heritage
Month gives Hispanics and all
Latino cultures a sense of "who
we are." She thinks this is a time
to share Latino culture with others.
The first highlighted event for
the month, which took place
Wednesday, Oct. 4 is La Mesa
Obliqua, a lecture series in which
students discussed differences
among Hispanics. There were
four student speakers; among
them were Vasquez and

Acevedo.
"The lecture series, and all tinevents for the month, really
reflect the commonality of the
cultures," Vasquez said.
Another event LSU planned
for the month was Sangria y Pan,
at which members passed out
sweet bread and punch to students on Tuesday, Oct. 10.
"With this we were trying to
get the word out about the organization and events," Sandoval
said.
LSU is also acting as a sponsor
and a promoter for die Center
for Multicultural and Academic
Initiatives' art exhibit, which
began Wednesday and runs until
5 p.m. today. The display, on the
second floor of McFall Center,
features
artists
Emanuel
Enriquez
and
Carolina
Caballeros.
"This will add a little bit of
spice to the many lectures and
speakers we are offering this
month," Sandoval said. "But
more importantly the an exhibit
is a wonderful display of
I lispanic culture."
Even
though
I lispanic
Heritage Month is half over,
there are still plenty of activities
to participle in.
On Monday, while many are
away for fall break, about 20 or
30 LSU members will be holding
a lock-in that will be focusing on
leadership in the community
and the family. Sandoval said
that the lock-in is representative
of the very close, family-like
organization and will emphasize
bonding among the students.
A common feeling among the
members is that the organization is more like a close-knit family, an idea that Acevado agrees
with.
"I couldn't believe how many
LSU, PAGE 2

Associated Press Photo

POST-ATTACK INSPECTION: A Norfolk Naval Base security officer inspects the contents of a truck entering the base Thursday in
Norfolk, Va. The base is on heightened alert after a possible terrorist attackon a Navy ship, the USS Cole DDG-67, near Yemen.

US. warship attacked
By Robert Bums
AP MILITART WRITER

WASHINGTON — In a sinister
slip through Navy security, suicide bombers in a small boat
tore a gaping hole in a U.S. warship Thursday at a refueling stop
in a Yemeni harbor on the
Arabian Peninsula, U.S. officials
said. The blast killed five members of the crew, injured three
dozen and left 12 missing.
The crippled ship was tilting
slightly in the harbor at Aden,
Yemen, but the Navy said it was
not in danger of sinking.
No one has claimed responsibility, Defense Secretary William
Cohen told a Pentagon news
conference.
A shaken President Clinton
said the attack on the USS Cole,

one of the world's most
advanced warships, appeared to
be an act of terrorism, the worst
against the U.S. military since
the bombing of an Air Force barracks in Saudi Arabia in 1996
that killed 19 troops.
"We will find out who was
responsible and hold them
accountable," Clinton pledged.
He dispatched to Yemen
investigative teams from the
FBI, the State Department and
the Pentagon.
Yemeni President All Abdullah
Saleh talked widi Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright,
pledged his cooperation in the
investigation and visited some
SHIP, PAGE 2

Students opine about new fall break
By Denise Sullivan
STAFF WRITER

Making up for the University's
"quick start" this year - beginning classes on Monday instead
of Wednesday - is the first Fall
Break, which extends until
Tuesday, Oct 17.
Many students agree the break
is a good idea. Freshman journalism major Natasha Lander
said, "It's good for the students
who live out of state, because it's
the only chance to go home
between move-in day and
Thanksgiving."

Chuck Luman, a graduate student in chemical sciences, said,
"I think it's a nice analog to
Spring Break, and it comes at just
the right time."
Several students thought that
Fall Break serves a purpose.
"Since students know there's a
break coming, they'll be less likely to skip classes," said freshman
French major Julia Harrison.
"It's great to have a break midway between the beginning of
the semester and finals, to give
students a breather from classes
and stress," said Callie Glave, a

junior international business
and finance major.
However, there were a few
minor complaints about the
dates of the break, lessy King,
sophomore journalism major,
said, "I think the break should be
during the spring semester
because Spring Break is the only
time we have off then."
Several students felt that
Columbus Day, Oct. 9, would
have been a better time for the
break. "I work at a bank, so I got
Columbus Day off, and I still had
classes. For Fall Break. I get off

school, but I have to work both
days." said senior sociology
major Mary Ellen Facemire.
"If we are going to be given
time off, we should have had it
on Columbus Day instead.
Thanksgiving is so soon, we don't
really need it now," said loe
Stout, freshman environmental
science major.
Some students felt that Fall
Break is not necessary. Senior
finance major Julie Filtwock said,
"I don't think it's that significant.
It's only two days, so it's not like a
real vacation."

AP File photo

SHIP RETURNS: U.S. Navy Guided Missile Destroyer USS Cole is
shown surrounded by tugs as it returns to port at the Norfolk
Naval Station in Norfolk, Va., April 4,1997.

ITS schedules closings
for Hayes Hall, network
The campus network and central computers will be unavailable much of the day this
Saturday due to a planned power
shutdown in Hayes Hall, according to Scott Borgelt of
information Technology Services.

service will be down from 330
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

The building will be without
electricity from roughly 7:3011:30 a.m. while a new emergency generator is tied into the
power system. The network,
including Radar, BGUnix, BGnet,
irapper and the remote acceij

Saturday's shutdown is the first
of three planned in Hayes Hall to
allow the tie-in of emergency
power sources for the new networks being built by BGsupemet,
the technology infrastructure
project.
9
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Due to the outage, the lab in
247 Technology Building, which
was scheduled to be open from 8
a.m.-7 p.m. on Saturday, will be
closed.
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VP Nieto addresses USG expenditure concerns
USB. FROM PAGE 1
used.
"Everyone needs to remember
that we can buy more inches, and
that I only purchased one-third
of what we used last year," Nieto
said.
What's upset Nieto the most is
the fact that she wasn't aware
these letters were being written.
She was unaware that there were
even issues with the process.
"No one confronted me with
this until Monday afternoon and
even that was informally. It upset
me that they were going to present it to the whole senate without informing me first," Nieto
said. "I received my letter from

internal affairs the following
Tuesday."
"1 just can't believe that no one
said a word to me," Nieto said.
"These expenditures are all in
the budget and it has been
approved. Neither of the sums
have been exceeded. 1 was working for the organization, not
myself."
Nieto believes that this has
hurt the organization and is setting them back when they
should be continuing to work to
serve tile students, which is their
purpose.
"1 don't know why this has
turned into such a heated, tense
issue; that's wrong," Nieto said.
"People are forgetting that these

positions on USG are positions
of service, not power. I am here
for the students and have proven
myself as a leader on this campus
and am continuing to do that."
loel Freimark, District 6 senator on USG, is one of two senators
who sent letters of intent. The
other is off-campus senator April
Childcrs.
"We're not attacking a person,
we're attacking an issue, a principle She violated a clearly written
procedure in the constitution
again and again," Freimark said.
"Money isn't at issue here, it's the
procedure used to get the money
that is wrong."
According to Freimark. two dif-

ferent parts of the USG
Constitution are affected. The
first is the actual budget process
and the second is the discipline
action.
The budget process is specific
and it is a tier system. Any
amount of spending over $200 is
to be approved before the general assembly.
Next, the disciplinary action
states that charges are to be made
ifaviolationoftheconstitutionis
made. This violation will then be
reviewed after a formal letter of
complaint has been received.
From here, internal affairs will
meet and present a recommendation to the general assembly.

LSU awarded,
plans events
for Hispanic
Heritage Month

The senators vote and a threefourths majority will determine
whether a letter of information, a
letter of reprimand or a letter of
intent will be submitted.
The weakest of these letters LSU, FROM PAGE 1
would say to Nieto that there are
no grounds for impeachment, Latinos there were here, it is like a
and the worst would have Nieto huge family," Acevedo said. "LSU
was the first and only club that I
facing impeachment.
was involved in. They have really
"This is not a person we are helped me to be reintroduced to
attacking here," Freimark said, my culture."
"it's the law as stated in the conOn Oct. 20 in West Hall, LSU
stitution that she was reminded presents losefina Lopez, a playof and continued to break."
wright from Los Angeles, Calif.
"Personally, I think she is an Lopez will be speaking to stuasset to the organization. If we dents about "coming of age
find out she broke the rules, she'll Latina-style in a nation of culturhave to deal with the conse- al contradictions," Sandoval
explained.
Later that evening. Lopez will
be performing one of her plays,
"Simply losefina," at 8 p.m. in
MacDonald Countryside.
The organization's most
"Our vigilance cannot elimifamous
event, Latinopalooza, is
nate all risk." Cohen said.
Clark said the U.S. Embassy in scheduled to take place on Oct.
Aden made the arrangements for 28 in Perry Fieldhouse from 4
p.m. to midnight.
the local harbor support.
"Latinopalooza is a time to
At a State Department news
conference, Secretary of State come together and celebrate all
Madeleine Albright declared: cultures combined," Acevedo
"We will hold those who commit- said.
Sandoval
said
that
ted it accountable and take
Latinopalooza will be a lively fesappropriate steps."
She said this is no time for the tival with authentic catering, eth United States to "retreat from our nic dance groups and musical
bands, games and more.
responsibilities" in the region.
LSU and the Key will be
"We are operating in a world
that is filled with a variety of announcing the winner of their
threats. But that doesn't mean raffle for free tuition at
that we can crawl into an ostrich- Latinopalooza
If anyone is interested in the
like mode. We arc eagles,"
events for October and would
Albright said.
No other U.S. ships were in like more information, contact
Aden at the time of the attack.
the LSU offices at 372-8325.

U.S. warship bombed, possibly terrorist attack
SHIP, FROM PAGE 1
of the injured who were hospitalized locally. He insisted in a CNN
interview that his country did not
harbor "terrorist elements" and
said, "I don't think it's a terrorist
attack."
The Cole is a SI billion guided
missile destroyer home-ported at
Norfolk, Va. It had sailed through
the Red Sea and was en route to
the Persian Gulf where it was to
perform maritime intercept
operations in support of the U.N.
embargo against Iraq. The ship
has a crew of about 350 people.
Navy medical teams were en
route to the scene Thursday to
treat those injured in the 5:15
am. EDT explosion, Pentagon
officials said. U.S. aircraft capable
of evacuating the injured were

also scheduled to fiy to Aden.
The incident was all the more
stunning given that U.S. forces in
the Middle East have been on a
heightened state of alert in recent
days and security plans for a port
visit like the Cole's are drawn up
in advance.
The Cole had just arrived in the
harbor and was scheduled to
leave in about four hours, officials said, suggesting the attackers may have known the ship's
schedule and the procedures for
a refueling stop.
Adm. Vcm Clark, the chief of
naval operations, said he could
not fault the Cole's crew for not
preventing the midday attack
that apparently was carried out
by two men in a small harbor
craft that was helping tie up the
ship's mooring lines at a fueling

facility in the middle of the Aden
harbor.
As a participant in normal Inn bor operations, the small boat's
presence did not raise suspicions, Clark said.
"I have no reason to think this
was anything but a senseless act
of terrorism," Clark said.
After helping the Cole moor,
the small boat came alongside
the warshipand apparently detonated a high-explosive bomb.
Some reports said the two men in
the boat stood at attention as the
bomb exploded, although Clark
said he could not verify such
details based on early information from the scene.
The explosion ripped a hole 20
feet high and 40 feet wide in the
midscction of the ship, flooding
the main engine compartment.

Clark said the flooding was
brought under control and the
ship was not in danger of sinking.
Clark displayed a Navy photograph of the damaged ship. The
jagged edges of the hole in the
hull protruded inward, suggesting the explosive force came from
outside the ship at roughly the
water level.
Women sailors were among
the casualties, Clark said,
although identities of the dead
and injured were not released
pending notification of relatives.
Pressed to explain why the
Navy would not have checked
the credentials of harbor crews
more carefully, Cohen said it
would have been "very difficult if
not impossible to protect against
this kind of incident."

Looking for a campus job?
The BG News is now hiring for fall positions

WAREHOUSE
SALE
Oct.l7-Oct21
9:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.

Oct. 22
9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Fashions from the pages of the
J.Crew Catalog
(Up to 40-70% off catalog prices!)
We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express
J.Crew Credit Cards, Cash and Check (with proper ID)
New Location
Southland Shopping Center
"Former Rite-Aid
3358 Glendale Ave.
Toledo, Oh 43614

AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA

The sisters of Alpha XI Delta
wold like to welcome our Fall
2000 Pledge Class:
Brooke Bloom
Brooke Hiller
Jessica Hirz
Nicole Catazaro
Julie dough
Danielle Keiper
Sarah Donaldson
Liz Kindberg
Jerri Miller
Jen Diturno
Ashley Findling
Sarah Rhodes
Jamie Ruehl
Kim Friday
Deanna Gianacola
Andrea Scotville
Sara Sharrit
Hz Harris
Lilly Sussman
Shawna Hebebrand
Jill Hemsworth
Megan Vacha
Amber Van Valey

Congratulations Baby
Fuzzies!

Jessica iBatt
Mffa (Bertz
"Kjisty <BCodgett
Jaclyn <Broerman
'Erin Christy
Catherine Cigan^p
Shannon Czaja
Kflra <Da6ing

Amber James
Janay Joyce
Syndi Kfluffman
Sara Cayne
<Beth Mc<Bride
KacheCOtt
Jessica fark^
Sara <Reuss

ACpha (Phi Tail2000 <Xew 'Members
Directions
From UT: Take Secor to Dorr, make a right onto Dorr, take Dorr to Byrne,
make a left onto Byrne, take byrne to Glendale, Sale is on left hand side
of intersection in Southland shopping center.
From Michigan: Take 75 south to exit 25W (Toledo Zoo exit) Make a
right. Go past the zoo to Glendale make a right onto Glendale. Go up tp
Byrne and Sale will be on right Southland shopping center.

Autumn <Do6ies
Kjm Trendy
Jl66y gilbert
Marissa lacobetta
K/ista Ttamby
"Katie Hannah

Jessica Jfic^s
•Michelle SantuTt
Kflte Sochjider
Jillian^yphers
Stephanie Swander
Kjisten Swindon
■Molly Voder

From Bowling Green/ Bowling Green U: Take US 23 to Airport Hwy,
make a right onto Airport Hwy. Go to Byrne St. and make right. Go up
to Glendale and Sale is on left in Southland shopping center.
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Dishes
piling
up,
again

O

Up, up, and away!

J. MICHAEL
BESTUL

Under the Hat

It is happening again.
I can see them out of the comer
of my eye They mock me so.
They mock me with their
growth. The mock me with their
appearance, they mock me with
their smell, every time I go to get
pudding from the refrigerator.
The dishes are piling up again.
I could have sworn that just
yesterday, you could see the dull
metallic sheen of the kitchen sink.
But when I woke up this morning, cups and dishes and silverware were piled high to the
faucet. 1 think I even spotted a
skillet in there somewhere.
I cannot convey the mindblowing horror that this sight
caused. We have a big sink. It was
full. Very full.
1 edged past the sink to go to
the cupboard.
It was the early morning
(around 2 p.m.), and I needed my
wake-up shot of iced tea. I
opened the cupboard to enlist the
services of a glass.
But there were none.
Allow me to pause while I
describe the true horror of no
drinky-drink in the morning.
Without some form of liauid
being poured down my throat, 1
go back to bed.
Granted, that is not such a horrible thing, but my class attendance is appalling as it is.
There I am, incoherent. There
the iced tea is, supple. There a
glass is, lodged between a pan
and a stack of plates.
Normally, I would have just
looked around, grabbed the
pitcher and drank straight from
its lip (I truly hope my roommates
don't read this).
Unfortunately, I was not conscious enough to attempt such a
feat. So the glass it had to be.
The plan of attack was to grab
the glass, run some water over it,
let it dry out, then fill it with the
beautiful lemon iced tea
I reached into the stack, and
immediately withdrew.
I swear someone had eaten
escargot last night, and not finished their helping, and not
washed off the dish.
But I was desperate. I couldn't
afford to miss this class. A tasty
beverage was necessary.
I reached back into the pile,
past the strange sensations that
brushed by my hand.
I got that glass, I did. Once my
hand was firmly around it, I
yanked the appendage and
drinking utensil free from the pile.
The downside is that I think I
heard a few crashes from within
the sink when I did that.
But I'll let the person who does
those dishes worry about it.
Because it isn't my turn. I swear.
Nevertheless, somebody has
really got to do the dishes. It is getting ridiculous
I mean, really.
I would, but I've got to go to
class now.

www.bgnews.com/pate3
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Flinty cold

It all started out as a joke.
I always had a sense that I was
different than the other people in
the world, especially America,
where to be different is a shame.
This may have been why I never
said the reason I was different
than other people.
Hell, this is Coming Out Week,
isn't it?
It was my freshman year, two
years ago, to be exact, when I first
joked around about it. 1 lived
then in a mostly "Christian" hall,
the kind where if you didn't read
your Bible nightly, then you were
evil. In this kind of environment,
I wrote the following message on
the Hrwilr* hnarH nn mv door.
"WW.B.D?"
"What Would Buddha Do?"
My friends and I thought it
was hilarious, you know, challenging the established system
with a wacky doodle board.
Later in the year, I realized how
ironic this was.
It was that same year that I
came out as a.... gulp... Buddhist
Yes, that's right. See the irony?
It's dripping like those hot-buttered pancakes with the strawberry syrup that one gets from
the International House of
Pancakes, my favorite place in
the whole world.
My ex-girlfriend really had a
hard time with iL I stress the "ex"
part, I got a new one. My ex-parents had a problem with iL I
stress the "ex" part, I got new
ones. However, It was that year
that I learned to accept things
and people that were different,
because I, alas, was part of that
minority group.
Don't get me wrong, I have
always been a minority. Being
half Puerto Rican didn't make my
life easy, because neither my hispanic friends, nor my Caucasian
friends believed I was indeed
half of the other side... that was
fun. But that was the good pan. I
enjoyed riding the fence (no, not
what you think) between the
established and the minority.
However, it occurred to me my
freshman year, that I was now a
double-minority.
That's right; a double-minority. Just like the dodo and
Hispanic-Republicans, I am a
very rare specimen. On the other
hand, it was a good reason iO get
out of those real-life meetings
and signing up for those free pizzas they give on campus.

■
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Monk comes out
E.SEAN
MEDINA

■
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"Would you like to sign up
with
the
ultra-ChristianRepublican -matchmaker- monkeys-named-bob-group?" they
would ask me. "You receive a free
pizza'" they added, since that
was an incentive for signing my
life away.
"Sure, my dignity and selfesteem for a pizza" is what I
wanted to say, but the words
came out differently. "Sony, I'm
Buddhist," 1 reply, then laugh
when they get physically ill.
However, after two years of living pleasantly with my doubleminority-ness, 1 am forced to
concede once again.
That's why 1 like this "Coming
Out Week" idea I can actually get
support for the decisions I want
to make, whether it be picking
my religion or choosing to read
"Catcher in the Rye."
cnm* on. it was the worst
book ever written, and it makes
me want to write a letter to lodie
Foster professing my love.
This year, I am coming out
again.
That's right, dutiful readers of
Page 3. E.Sean Medina is a socialist, but I prefer the term "FDR
Democrat"
Yes, I know what this means. I
am now a triple minority, and
have no chance of ever being
elected to a political office. But,
hey, I 'm paving the way for future
Puerto-Rican-BuddhistSocialists like myself to one day
walk freely in public without
ridicule.
Some day, maybe we will be
able to hold hands with each
other and laugh and talk of
memories past. Maybe one day, I
will be able to tell you my religious and social beliefs and why
they affect the socio-political
sphere of influence in my life.
Maybe one day, you would be
proud enough to call me your
friend (sob).
Or maybe I should just keep
on dreaming and let people in
my dorms, like my freshman
year, grow to not like me for my
beliefs... that was fun.
This column is a call to all of
you political and religious
minorities to take back your dignity. I've seen you hiding
beneath your bandanas, and
cowering in the comer, while
those right-wing khaki-covered
dancers roam the streets. Let's
take back the night... and day.
Let's show them that we're good
for more than kicking around
and dodging our petitions. I
believe in you, and so does my
new mom.

CREDITS

la IWwer* ending. Ocl 13.7000

FEARLESS LEADER
J. Hellboy Bestul

SIDEKICK
Rogue Shefveland

HEROES FOR HIRE
"The Ogre" Halfhill
"Mad Monk" Medina
"Supa MB" Murtha
"Green Lantern" Recznik
"Wonder Woman" Swinehart

BUMBLING IDIOTS

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Rotor
pono.
SWcri
Ornate wardrobe
NYC summer
hrr
16 Mt.Qe.drw
i>' Form rneui wnn
amok)
18 Become more
lenitniwtth
20 'Aurora* Iresoo
pa*nter GuKto
2i Cucfcoopf ni end
fiammcjoiiy
23 AoMasnval
?4 Adamson's
iionees
25 Can metal
26 Morelonom
26 Kcfcedbtt*
TO need-eve
31 Leonardo's
bmtipiaoe
34 By way of
36 Wooden
oontaror
40 Gods' images
4i Gofer Ernie
42 VonBismarok
and Graham
43 Guttle
44 Have dtrnei
45 Moe's brother
46 Guys
48 Oiscemmenl
50 Fralemrty letter
53 Notable penod
54 Betters
56 Hautboy
59 Of me mood of a
verb
61 Ja
6? Man courses
64 Access Sara
66 Ready logo
67 * Robmson'
68 Mismaicned
66 See-out letters
70 "Bom in tho
*
71 One ol the Tive
Nalcns
1
e
11
14
15

DOWN
1 Core group
2 Bay window
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PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 32 Down?
Fear not. faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

In secret
Not watered down
Confront
Uke theaters and
churches
38 Mae en
55 Derived horn oil
Cmoner Damone 39 6*i sense
56 Arctic COB
Oder-sweet
47 Outtm
57 loccttons
woman
49 Doctor's solution
ao Greek peak
Fall mo
50 WnMoTO earm 63 Ostncfi s nMave
Spear vegetable
51 Mr Doublcdoy
65 Mull .computer
Got a bile
52 Saying
sya

OHIO WEATHER

Friday, October 13
AccuWeathei* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high temperatures

The Wooden Man
The Fuzzy Mathematician

SUPER-VILLAIN
Apocalypse

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
Maximum Security, puppy,
power outages. USG. Mike
Mignola, holy dentures,
Dogma, wedding stories, the
letter Sand the number 1.
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WORD OF THE DAY

MORPHINE
Pronunciation: mor»'iEn
Function: noun
Etymology: French, from
Morpheus
Date: 1828
1: a bitter crystalline addictive narcotic base C"H"N0)
that is the principal alkaloid
of opium and is used in the
form of a soluble salt;
2: a really fine band. Do
give them a listen.
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Sunny Pi Cloudy

Cloudy

Showen

Saturday

Mosdv
Cloudy
High: 70'
Low: 50'

FlufflM

Monday
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©

High: 68'
Low: 48"

High: 59'
Low. 39"

Mostly
Cloudy

s

You're doing the crossword from
the New York Times, aren't you?
I shouldn't give you these
answers, you harlot.
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CBS Evenlno
NemX
ABC World
News TonlMil
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Hollywood
Tonight E
Squares IE
Drew Careylin Freelerlln
Stereo) IE
Stereo) S)
NewehourWIth Jim Lehrer X

GED ReaJuK]
Skills V
BBC World

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Simptons (in
Swtojl
Slmpeona (In
Stereo) X

Seinfeld 'The
Parking Space'
Frlende (In
Stereo) ±

Nm

Buiinwn Rpt

Wheel or
Fortune I

Buslneai Rpt

Spin City Dog FriendeJIn
Day Alternoon* Sleieo) I
Spin City Dog rrlondtnr,
Day Afleinoon S:eieo) I

Late Show (N)
CSI: COM Scene kneaagatJon Naati Bridges "Jump Start" (N) lews X
Fugitive The Hands ot a
(In Stereo) X
Stungor- (N) (In Stereo) X
Cool Chance- [N) (In Slereo) X |ln SleieolX
NightllneiN)
Two Ouve and ITrouble With" Norm Taylor [MediganMen
,.
J0/J0 (N)X
|9B
a Gin "Meal"
Normal [N)X Leaves" (N) I |(In Stereo) X
Tonight Show
Major League Deaabell Pleyotts: American League Championlo leries Game 3 - New York
(In Slereo) I
Yannees or Oakland Alhletics vs Seattle Matters or Chioaoo White Son. (In Stereo live) X
Great Pertorrr
Xamecve Hal Or^nitig Night 2000 p.an.st
Washington
IWea street
ISIxly Plus
ITravele In
Maunrc Po: mi and Ihe Cujvetand Qtcneslra In Stereo)
Week
Weak (N) X
Europe
I'm on the Ballot (N) X
ICharHe Rose (In Stereo) I
Washington
Well Street
Neil Senator fictai;
Week
Week (N) I
P">"pP
neeltVlk,
MM About
Street Smarta
Police Vloeoe "Cruy Chases
News I
Fhsa*yllnka "Subject: Three
You |ln Slereo}
Slereo) X
Special Eomm- [In slereo) (PA) TrWtoen- (N) (In Stereo) I
SrjortlhOelrorl Spin City
Frasleriln
Movie: ** -cToovCounf (1998. uspense) David Caruso. Museum
Bone FplJv" X Sleieo) I
robbers head lor Miami wkti their slolen goods. (In Stereo) X

COM
DISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST

FS0
SCIFI

TLC
TNT
USA
VHI

1

(4-4S) Movie: eee -me
ileo-(l969.We«ern)
5-urdayHgntLlv.J.r^eAmston.Surifl
WBd Discovery "Pyg^.y
Arumals"
Sporlaeenter X
(500) Movie: «*'* "Crrxocte
Dundee))" (1BB6) Paul Hooan.
In Search 0?" kt Search Of
Footbell Today

Voodoo riual
LaWWerafM

Friday the 13th: The Series
"Bedazzlacr (In Stereo) X
Harrison Ford: America's
Hading Man
EFt Such Sweet Soriow' (In
Sleieo) I
Walker, Teiea Ranger The
Return ol LaFtue" (In Stereo) g
100 Qreateat Dance Songs (In
Slareo)

Movie: MVl -OntMmicn Years B.C. (1968) A
Cinema
prehctorK tribe encounters love, lust and death
Secrets
Movie: ••«, -flobiiHoa) Men.n Wits"(!993. Comedy) Cary
Ehvea. Mel Brooks'warped vision ol the legendary ouia*
Justice Files "Staughtered
Storm Wamlngl "Seeetg Is
Besevng" |N)
Innocence"
NFL Films Vntage soundstrom Sportacenter X~
NFL F*ns.
Movie: e* "Tne Last cVrheFinvsr'(1990. Drama) Brian Dannehy.
Three undercover cops try to nab Iheu partner's killers R
'Haunted History: New BBS |E«orclslng the Devil X
History's Lost IHIatoryrQ
1 Found X
X
National
Ky lidnlght
Ohio Sports ' To Be Announced
Sporti Report Sporti Report
Tonight
lnvlilbleMen"Tresias"(ln
Movie: "toilradamus" (JOOO. Science Ficton) Rob Estes. Joery
Babylon S "Signs and Portents" Invisible Man Tuesics" (Ir.
Fisher. A ims-iravcung sorcerer hopes to cause Amtagedoon. X
Stereo) 3B
(In Slereo) X
Stereo) X
WMOrivi
Ancient Tl
Mysttrlesotther
Operation "Ctoss-Eye.ft«oen7'
Surgery lo correct crossed ayes.
mlerprelalons X
laVlaailrWOf
Pretender "Haunts" (in Stereo) Movie:... "JIsaovecVT>«Oim"(l6«2.Comedy)
.._ Daws. Tom Hanks.
Movie: •* "The tavecepto Shrinlung rVbrnen"
(1981. Fsntasy) Liry Tomtn. Charles Grodn
Madonra Based on ihe story ol the aaVflirl oasebal lei
eague ol 1943
X
Strip Poker (In IMartln "Yours.
Nash Bridges "Cuda Grace' (In Movie: "Spiders"(2300. Science Fiction) Lena Parnlla. Mutaied
JAQ The MarisvBaket Fan
Slereo)
Mine and Ours'
arachnids grow beg waft appetites to match (In Slereo) X
Club"(In Slereo) X
Stereo) I
TOO Grossest Dance Songs (In 100 Oresteet Dance Sanga (in too Greatest Dance Songs (In 1100 Greatest Dance Songs ■„.., 100 Greatest Dance Songa (In
Slereo"
Stereo)
(In Stereo)
Slereo)
^
Stereo)
Three Stooges

Dally Show X IWlnBen
Steln'a Money
Wild Discovery flats Among
Us" All about rats.
Auto Racing: International Race
ot Chsmpions.
Inside the NFL 1
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If you would like
to see your ad
appear here...

Movie: •»•» "Plycrl0"(l8e0. Suspense) Arehony Perkmi. Janel
Leoh. vera Milet A lover, embeuler cnecks tn lot motel lenor.
Movie: Tiles From JteCrvjK
IDonl Forget, IWhoesUnels
Presents BorOerO cC Baa/'
Toothbrush
It Anyway?
On the Inside "UoBrcycle
Discovert
Gsplore Our
News
IN)
World IN
Mania"
Auto Radnor NASCAR Craftsman Truck Seres •• O'Reilly 300
Fort Worth. Texas. (Live)
Bedauled
Movie: ».', "DeepS»eSea'11999) Smart
sharks turn a research lab's stan into tish rood 'R' First Look X
Most Astounding Structurea X IThls Week in History |Rj I
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ANSWERS
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"or

Snow

Sunday

You're cheating on me,
aren't you?

TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
PLAYWRIGHT,
PARTY-GOER AND...
OTHER STUFF

Rain

THREE-DAY FORECAST

SAY WHAT?
"A vacuum is a hell of
a lot better than some
of the stuff that nature
replaces it with."

T-dorms

v^AssoofttPrmss

TV GUIDE SECTION
FRIDAY OCTOBER 13,2000
I 6:00
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10 Addams Family
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12 Summon
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contact the BG News
Ad Department at
372-2606 or visit
204 West Hall.
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JUDGE: BOY CAN WEAR GIRLS' CLOTHES
ROCKTON, Mass. (AP) — A 15-year-old boy who
was barred from school for wearing girls' clothing,
including padded bras, wigs and high heels, can
return to class, a judge ruled. The student, identified in court records as "Pat Doe," can wear clothing or accessories that any other male or female
students wear, Judge Linda Giles said Wednesday.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

USG's improved, matured now
When The BG News first heard
of the news that Undergraduate
Student Government Vice
President Rebecca Nieto was
referred to Internal Affairs, our
first reaction was this was going
to be a hard story to crack.
In the past, the News has had
to deal with golf cart crashes and
USG losing thousands of dollars.
And both times, it was impossible to talk to the subjects and we
received much aggravation from
USC about the situation. It
seemed USC did not like to publicize their shortcomings, and

would do anything to keep them
out of the BG News.
What suprised us here at the
News was the fact that Nieto herself called us up to confirm the
situation, sit down face to fare
with our reporter and let us hear
her side of the story. Many USG
senators also wished to give us
their opinion. On top of that, the
president. Marcos Popovich, personally thanked the News for let
ting USG tell their side of the
story.
On top of all of this, our
reporter even got the chance to

YOU DECIDE
Has USG made a turnaround? Was there one to be
made? Let us know what
you think at bgnews@listprxbgsu.edu

get ahold of Nieto again and confirm all the facts.

Amazing.
This year, we are seeing a
much more involved and mature
USG. The fact that they could

admit that a mistake was made
and to publicly come out and say
that took a lot of courage.
Even the instance itself shows
the difference in USG. In the past
we have had golf carts crashing
and dollars lost. But tliis instance
was a miscommunication and
the events of this were to benefit
the students.
We've seen what USG is doing
this year and we at the BG News
have to say that we like what
we're seeing. Issues which have
plagued their meetings for years,
such as parking and faculty, are

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE
Mismatched
roommates
make life hard
Students in the dorms whose
roommates move out prematurely get shortchanged because
there is no attempt to find that
person a compatible new roommate. The chances are that they
may get stuck with a student
whose personality totally clashes
with their own when there are
other rooms available.
The University doesn't take the
same measures at finding compatible roommates for students
who switch rooms as they do for
new students. When you originally sign up for a random roommate, you get a questionnaire,
which supposedly allows the
Office of Residence Life to match
you with a compatible rommate.

In the unfortunate event that
your roommate moves out, the
University will place another
warm body, compatible or not, in
your cramped 8 X 10 Cracker Jack
box room immediately. You have
absolutely no say in the issue at
all! It is almost as if the University
is punishing the remaining resident for their ex-mate's departure.
You may dream all day long
about the 8 X 10 room, which,
when occupied by one, is certainly very spacious. The sad
fact is that the University will
immediately throw another
being into your room despite
the availability of empty rooms
in the buildings.
It would be greatly appreciated if the Office of Residence Life
would take consideration
towards the residing resident's
preference or at least let them
choose between possible roommates instead of just sticking

them with whomever.
Alicia Rowc
Alicia_Roiw@hotmail.com
Jamie Ruth
mthjam<3>yahoocom
Josh Seiner
Atmour9_9@aolcom
Scott Johnston
MustangScottGI@hotmail com
AbbieKpllars
Abbiemk^bgnet bgsu ed.

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 trj 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length.
Personal attacks will not be printed. Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or an iettj@tocjnet.bgsu.eciu
with subject Tine Tetter to the editor" or "quest column.''

ON THE STREET
What are you planning to do for Fall
Break?

PAULJONESPICKETT
GRADUATE STUDENT
CULTURE STUDIES
"I am going to Word
of Faith Church in
Detroit."

^^Hi^B_B_iBBH__________HH_H

ArVyou good with dT&? /* you
Zl to drewup and pretend? We
Sour Woodland Mall ««■«*
%Sody bear Must be dependably
ISlx Woodland Mall main office
1234 N. Main, BG.

NICK MOXLEY
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED
"My sweetheart is
coming in from
Seattle, so we are
kickin'it."

M IMG "QJrtel,*
SOT

I'M

fRfce

0KJ

DUSTIN
SCHIMMOELLER
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED
"Get loaded and sit
around in my underwear."

BRAD KLYPCHAK
GRADUATE STUDENT
CULTURE STUDIES
"Going back to Mom
and Dad's for food,
laundry and relaxation."

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403

Phone:
(419)372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews@llstprocbgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com

NEWS

JEFF HINDENACH, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

being pushed aside. Smaller, easier issues to solve are being covered such as Dining Services and
lighting on campus. Issues that
do matter to the students, issues
that we can do something about.
We at the BG News would like
to commend USG for their han
dling of this situation. They knew
that fighting with the News was
just going to make us more suspicious, so they decided to work
with us instead of against us. And
we think that is the bottom line
of what USG is working for this
year: working with the student

organizations instead of against
them. This was the purpose of
the tent that Nieto bought over
the summer.
We also would like to commend USG for all they are doing
for the students this year.
Popovich and Nieto worked hard
this summer to make sure USG
was going to make a difference
this year and we feel they have
accomplished their goal.
Good job, guys, and thank you
for cooperating with us during
this conflict.

We need more than just TV
AT ISSUE Has our materialistic ease imprisoned us?
How depreciated society has
TIM
become in terms of priorities.
JENNY
Mass-materialism, mass-consummerism, and so on and so
Opinion columnist
forth.
What, from a biological perspective do we need to survive? A microwaves and computers in
the strictest sense of the word.
car. a house, a television — in
Our environment is rapidly deteshort, technology?
riorating under the strong arm of
I think not.
industrialization. We need to reWe have a survival iastinct
evaluate our priorities as a collec
with four fundamental needs
tive entity called society. What is
that must be met and maindear to us? Is material garbage
tained. These consist of eating,
important to us. or is autonomy
sleeping, killing and multiplying.
and getting back to basks.
The first three are so that the
Each day is a test. Can I mainindividual will survive and the
tain my sanity for another 24
last is for the perseverance of the
hours? Society has created a safespecies as a whole. These four
guard against people like me. It is
things arc all that we "have to"
called law and order. Why would
have. Now take a good look
I deviate from societal standards
around you. Look at all of this
should I be given the opportuninonsensical material that covers
ty? Because I am vengeful and
the earth for the "benefit" of
despise trie illusion olsafety that
man. Somewhere along the line
this system creates. We are grantsomeone convinced humans
ed the right to life, liberty and the
that all of this shit was in fact in
pursuit of happiness in this
our best interest.
This myth is the most perva"Take a look at the
sive and societalry conditioned
design
of our laws.
that I can think of.
Each of them chips
I must confess. I hate technology and social advancement in
away at a distinct
this context. It serves to complicate what is a pretty simple conliberty. We do not
cept. Animals share a fundamenhave liberty, we
tal common goal — to maximize
pleasure and minimize pain at
have society."
any given time. Why are we so
easily tricked by our theories of
country.
marketing and advertising into
Let me pose a question. What
believing that status symbols and about in instances where the
material shit are going to maxipursuit of happiness and liberty
mize our pain while minimizing
cannot mutually co-exist?
our pleasure?
What about when my pursuit
For one simple, stupid, reason
of happiness infringes upon your
— our society has evolved that
right to life or liberty?
way. We have always been proLiberty?
gressing in this make-life-easier
Take a look at the design of our
fashion; all the while very few
have actually stopped to evaluate laws. Each one of them chips
away at a distinct liberty. We do
the given premise that advancenot have liberty, we have society.
ment of this sort even makes life
As for the right to life, well, the
easier.
Oh. sure, I will concede that on founders of this nation based this
the surface, the superficial level it right on what they termed "natural law." I've yet to see an organdoes. But what about the rarely
ism in its natural environment
talked about effects of industrialpossess any such right. Just
ization and consummerism? We
humans in their artificial and
have a country, for instance, of
controlled environment. This
grossly overweight people who
right is in essence the furthest
do nothing more than eat and
thing from "natural."
watch TV.
Well, now that I have probably
We socialize our children
succeeded in pissing everyone In
almost primarily through the
the University off, save for those
medium of the television. They
who understand my words and
are propagandized and enslaved
to lives of mediocrity from the
see the downf all of this structure
beginning. We walk around like
as imminent too, I can get a good
billboards, promoting this comnight's rest.
pany and that product on any
Well, not exactly. I have to wait
given day. What a ludicrous confor a revolution before I can truly
cept. Status symbols reinforce
get a good nights rest. Then I can
socio-economic classes. We are
cease to be a hypocrite.
quickly losing everything that is
primal in us to a flawed concept
of what is beneficial.
Tun Jenny can be reached at
We don't need radios, cars,
tjenny@bgnet.bgsu.edu

BETH SHOEMAKER, NEWS EDITOR

J. MICHAEL BESTUL, PAGE 3 EDITOR

STEFANIE SIZEM0RE, MANAGING EDITOR

JEFF ARNETT, OPINION EDITOR

CRAIG GIFFORD, CAMPUS EDITOR

SARA GRIGSBY, PHOTO EDITOR

KIMBERLY DUPPS, CITY EDITOR
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Israel rockets Arafat's compound
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) — In a day of incendiary

NATION

violence that left Mideast peacemaking in ashes. Israeli
helicopters rocketed Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat's
compound Thursday in retaliation for the mutilation
of three Israeli soldiers by a mob of enraged
Palestinians.

With help, conservancy buys prairie
By fcff Barnard
ASsociAiio miss

»RIHR

ENTERPRISE. Ore. - Helped
by $5 million from Ihe Int?met
community.
The
Nature
Conservancy has bought a large
chunk of a prairie ecosystem that
once stretched across the
Northwest.
The conservancy used $11.7
million to buy the 27.000-acre
Camp Creek Ranch, which lepre
sents 20 percent of the Zumwalt
prairie.
The bunchgrass prairie covers
146.000 acres overall — one third
the size of Rhode Island — and is
home to one of the nation's densest concentrations of nesting
birds of prey.
The Nature Conservancy has
known about the Zumwalt for 20
years, but has not been able to
raise the money to buy its pieces.
The Internet age has changed
all that
The organization has been
recniiting board members from
the high tech industry. When the

Camp Creek Ranch came up for
sale, they turned to Mike
Burmeister-Brown. a Yahoo! engineer and president of Second
Nature Software, which donates
profits to the conservancy.
He made a pitch to Glen Boyd
and Eli Shapira, founders of
WebTrends, and the $5 million
was secured.
"Part of philanthropy is not just
the ability to give, but being able
to make a connection and feeling
like you can make a difference."
said Boyd. whose Portland company makes software to track
online traffic. "We felt we could
move quickly and make sure we
saved it so it didn't get bought for
ranching or hunting or some
other private use."
The nature of stock options
makes it attractive for Internet
millionaires
to
contribute,
Burmeister-Brown said Turning
their stock into cash means losses
to capital gains taxes, but by making a charitable contribution, they
can give the whole amount.
"A lot of these people, yeah.

they're worth a lot of money on
paper." Burmeister-Brown said.
"But they've had it about a year
and a half. It's foreign to them.
Suddenly there's a sense of
responsibility and power, with the
emphasis on the responsibility."
The Zumwalt is what's left of an
ecosystem that once stretched
across the northern tier of the
Oregon desert, through Idaho and
eastern Washington and north
into Montana and Canada. The
remnants are mostly scraps
between irrigated farmlands and
along roads.
The diversity of the prairie has
been replaced by the monoculture of a pasture, with fewer
insects, small mammals and
other species.
Heavy grazing has allowed
cheatgrass to move in. reducing
the nutritional value for elk and
deer as well as cattle.
"As we enter a new century,
there are not many chances left to
preserve unbroken ecosystems,"
said Russ Hoeflich, the conservancy's Oregon director.

Associated Press Photo

PRAIRIE ENTERPRISE: Glen Boyd, president of WebTrends, munches on a cookie as he gets ready to
take a picture Wednesday at the Zumwalt Prairie near Enterprise, Ore. Boyd and fellow WebTrends
founder Eli Shapira gave $5 million, which allowed the nature conservancy to leverage the purchase of
Camp Creek Ranch, a fifth of the prairie.

'Abortion pilP maker under fire
ByPniRecer
AP SCI1NCI

WRITER

WASHINGTON - Abortion
foes said that allowing a plant in
China to make abortion pills for
American women is an "outrage"
that puts patients at risk, but a
sponsor says the drug meets .ill
the "rigorous standards" required
by law.
Officials in China confirmed on
Thursday that the Shanghai
based Hua Lian Pharmaceutical
Co.. will make the raw compound
for RU-486. or mifepristone. an
abortion drug approved last
month for use in the United
States
The
Food
and
Drug
Administration refused to identify
the manufacturer when it
approved mifepristone two weeks
ago. saying it feared for the safety
of the drug plant and its workers.
The agency persisted in its refusal
Thursday, even though family
planning officials in Shanghai
confirmed Hua Lian's role in the
manufacture of the abortion
drug.
Rep. Chi istopher Smith, R-NJ, a
persistent
abortion
foe.
denounced the arrangement in
China, a country he has accused
of committing crimes against
humanity for requiring abortions
as a population control measure
"The company that produces
baby poison for enforced abortion in China will now be producing it for American women." said
Smith. "The Chinese government
will make money on the killing of

unborn children in America. ...
This is an outrage'
The FUA still refuses to discuss
the manufacturing arrangement
for RU-486.
FDA
Commissioner Jane
Henney has cited anti-abortion
violence for her decision to keep
secret both the manufacturer and
the names of FDA employees who
scrutinized the drug. The FDA
also increased security in some of
its offices.
The Washington Post first
revealed the name of the Chinese
plant on Thursday, reporting that
Hua Lian is one of two Chinese
factories that make RU-486 for
abortions in China
China has a policy permitting
urban couples to have only one
child and uses compulsory abor
lion to enforce that quota.
Douglas Johnson, legislative
director of the National Right to
Life Committee, said that permitting the import of a Chinesemade abortion drug poses a
health risk for American women.
"It is a public health issue
because China is a major source
of impure drugs, and the FDA
cannot possibly monitor a
Chinese factory effectively,"
Johnson said in a statement.
But the FDA spokesman said
the agency thoroughly insoected
the Hua Lian plant before
mifepristone was approved. The
plant will be re-inspected every
two to four years to ensure quili-

"Foreign supply of drug ingredients is not at all unusual." said
the spokesman. "About 80 per
cent of the ingredients for
American drugs are from foreign
sources."
Hua Lian got help from the
US-based
Rockefeller
Foundation in winning the pro
duction license for RU-486 under
FDA specifications, said Gao
Ersheng. a research director at the
Shanghai
Family
Planning
Commission.
In July, FDA inspectors toured
the Hua Lian plant, the Xin Lian
factory on Shanghai's outskirts. A
family planning commission
technical expert. Zhu Huibin, said
Xin Lian was now upgrading its
production line.
RU-486 was first developed by
the
French
manufacturer
Roussel-Uclaf, but that company
declined to make or distribute the
drug in the United States. Instead,
at the urging of the Clinton
administration, U.S. rights to the
drug were turned over to the
Population Council of New York, a
nonprofit organization that pro
motes reproductive research.
The Council awarded U.S. dis
tribution rights to Danco
Laboratories, a New York firm
with an unlisted phone number
and address. The Washington
Post reported that Danco was
formed in the Grand Cayman
Islands in 1995. Danco is to market RU-486 under the brand
name Mifeprex.
Sandra Waldman. a spokes-
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Andy - Congratulations
on being Homecoming
King! Just another
example of why I'm
proud of the brothers
of Kappa Alpha order.
Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (Our only office)
352-5620

Check out our Website:

www.newloverealty.com
Then click on rentals
Rental brochure will be ready on December 16th

NEWI9VE
Rentals

woman for the Population
Council, said questions about the
quality of the Chinese-made drug
"is a phony issue" because the
dnig has met "all the vigorous
standards" that FDA -approved
products must meet.
"People should tie assured that
they an- not getting shoddy merchandise." she said.
Waldman said the Council was
still concerned about the safety of
groups, including workers at the
Chinese factory, who are involved
in producingand distributing RU486 in the U.S. The Council
recently hired a guard for its New
York offices.
No Danco official would talk
with the Associated Press, but a
statement faxed from the company said the plant that will make
RU-486 for the U.S. market meets
"both Danco's drug specifications
and the current good manufacturing practices of the FDA."
The statement said Danco had
a contractual agreement that
"prohibits us from discussing the
identity or location of the manufacturer." •
Smith, the New Jersey congressman, said he fears patients
who are injured by RU-486 will
not be able to seek damages from
the manufacturer because the
plant is located in China.
"There is the dark motive of
denying women injured by this
dangerous chemical ... (a) real
means of suing for recompense
for their pain and suffering,"
Smith said.
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NASA engineer to
get medal for saving
fives of astronauts
on Discovery shuttle
ByMaraaDum
AP AIR0SRACI

WRITER

CAPE CANAVERAL. Ha. — A
NASA engineer who spied a 4inch pin wedged against space
shuttle Discovery's fuel tank will
get a medal for quite possibly
saving the lives of seven astronauts who are now en route to
the international space station.
Jorge Rivera, 43, was a reluctant hero Thursday, saying he
was just doing his job of the past
19 years.
He spotted the pin shortly
before the shuttle was supposed
to lift off Tuesday night. The
launch was scrubbed, the pin
was removed, and Discovery
finally blasted off Wednesday
night on NASA's 100th shuttle
fiight
Rivera said "God only knows
what could have happened" if he
hadn't seer, tlic pin and it had ricocheted into an engine at liftoff.
On Thursday, meanwhile.
Discovery gained on the space
station with each lap of the Earth
in a high-speed chase set to end
with a docking on Friday.
Discovery's astronauts may
have to attempt the rendezvous
without the use of the main shuttle antenna. The dish-shaped
antenna abruptly stopped working Thursday; it is needed to
beam down TV images from
Discovery and doubles as a radar

tool.
Flight director Chuck Shaw
said the problem will not interfere with the docking because
the shuttle pilots have backup
methods of navigation. But he
said it could mean only minimal
TV footage for the duration of the
flight, which will include four
spacewalks to hook up space sta
tion parts.
NASA halted Tuesday's countdown after Rivera spotted the pin
with binoculars from 50 feet
away. The pin had been dropped
there by someone, perhaps days
or even weeks earlier. Rivera
went home, got four hours of
sleep and was back at the launch
pad
long
before
dawn
Wednesday to remove the pin
and its attached cord.
Rivera was also responsible for
Discovery's first launch delay last
week. He was examining film
from the previous launch when
he noticed that one of the bolts
on the external fuel tank was
sticking out 2 inches. The bolt
should have retracted fully.
NASA called off the Oct. 5
launch attempt to determine
whether the bolt malfunction
could occur on Discovery and
whether it could cause the fuel
tank to slam into the shuttle
Engineers concluded that was
unlikely.
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Commons Dining Center

Closes 2 pm Fri, Oct. 13

Founders Keepers Food Court
Kreischer Sundial Food Court

Open October 14 ft IS
October 16 ft 17
Open October 14 -17

McDonald Dining Centers

Closes 7 pm Fri. Oct. 13
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Reopens Tues
Oct. 17 at 4:30 pm
10 am - 7 pm
7:30 am - 7 pm
10 am - 7 pm ki^t
Reopens Tues "^^
Oct. 17 at 4:30 pm

Snack Bars, Convenience Stores and Restaurants
Founders Keepers Snack Bar

Closes 2 pm Fri. Oct. 13

Reopens Tues ^s ^J

Galleu

Closes 2 pm Fri, Oct. 13

Reopens Tues 'A ^
Oct. 17 at 7 pm ss:'
Reopens Tues WMffZ
Oct. 17 at 7 pm WWB
7 pm - 1 am
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Oct. 17 at 4:30 pm
Noon - Midnight
Reopens Wed
Oct. IS at S pm
Reopens Wed
Oct. 18 at 11:30 am

ST Deli
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Closes 11 pm Thurs„ Oct. 12

Kreischer Shadows/Pissa Shop Open October 14-17
Chilu's Express
Closes 2 pm Friday, Oct. 13
ST Express
Silver River Cafe
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**"*

0pen Octobtt ,4 17
"
Closes S:30 pm Thurs. Oct. 12

Towers West Restaurant
Closes 7 pm Thurs. Oct. 12
Regular Hours for all Facilities
Resume Wednesday, October 16
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Milosevic's forces reassuming control
BEIXIRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) —Allies of ousted president Slobodan Milosevic said Wednesday they were
reassuming control of the police and fighting efforts by
Yugoslavia's new president to purge the country's military leadership.

WORLD

Latest robot dog unveiled in Japan
By Yuri Kageyama
»P BUSINESS WRITER

TOKYO — The new robol net
from Sony Corp. doesn't shed fur,
eats only hatleries and can even
remember its master's birthday.
Sony's cat-size robot is a
smarter version of the original
A1BO, which was introduced in
)une 1999 and modeled after a pet
dog. Aibo even means "pal" in
lapanese. The new AIBO wiggles,
waddles, blinks its light eyes and
warbles in an electronic melody
like the original version. But this
one, modeled after a lion cub, recognizes its own name and 50
other words, imitates the tones of
human voices and can be programmed through a personal
computer.
While Sony wouldn't say how
many of the new AIBO it planned
to sell, it is banking on its robot
technology, foreseeing a future
when much of home electronics
would be computerized like
robots. The company, which also
has music, movie and videogame businesses, hopes the AIBO
will grow into a widely known
character Sony can put in films,
games and other products.
Sony said only that it could start
breaking even if it starts selling at
the maximum productive capacity of 60,(100 a month. It will be
available by order in lapan, the
United States and Uurope from
mid-November for about SI,500
— down from $2,500 for the origi-

nal AIBO. They will arrive at
homes starting
in
early
December.
Satoshi Amagai, president of
Entertainment Robot Co., Sony's
robot unit, compared the potential of Sony's robots with the
Walkman — a product that only a
few, even in Sony, expected to sell
at first.
"Ten years from now, we want
to become one of the pillars of
Sony's business," Amagai said.
Masayuki Yonezawa, an analyst
with BNP Paribas Securities in
Tokyo, said AIBO has already
proved a plus for Sony's corporate
image, although whether it grows
as a business remained to be
seen.
"Its main impact is to show off
Sony's technology," Yonezawa
said. "It's impressive how robots
have become so close to the real
thing."
The machine doesn't have any
obviously catlike mannerisms
and struts around like a mechanical dog. It has a sensor beneath its
chin so it acts happy by lighting
up its green eyes when petted
there.
It also doesn't have the long,
wagging tail or the floppy ears of
the old one, and instead has a
stump for a tail and perky ears.
In a demonstration for
reporters, AIBO rested its hips on
the flm>r when told to "sit," lifted a
paw when ordered to "shake,"
and shook its hips when someone
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WONDER DOG: Sony Corp. employees display entertainment robots - "AIBO'' - as the electronic company unveils its second generation
model, left, in Tokyo Thursday. Sony will be accepting orders for the $1,500 pet on the internet starling Nov. 16.
said "dance" into its ear.
It has a camera in its nose so it
doesn't bump
bump into
into walls.
walls. The
The
improved AIBO can take color

photos using that camera and
store it in its memory stick — but
only il you ask, "Take a photo."
The new AIBO also has a calen-

dar and dock feature so it can be
programmed
to
remember
Important days like its master's
birthday.

Some of the software is sold
separately.
Voice-recognition,
available in both English and
lapanese, costs $90.

Special Display Personals
Show your friends, roommates & classmates
how special they are.
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or
surprise someone on their Birthday!
Great job in St. Louis!
HARRISON FORD

Congratulations

■

MICHELLE PFEIFFER

He was the perfect husband
until his one mistake followed them home.

STP
leaders-you
make the local
chapter proud!

2x2 = $20.00
with picture
provided by you!
(Actual Size)

I
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111 Olscamp
9:15 P.M. Wednesday
Co-Sponsored By:
Earn and Leam
for $23,000
Visit with a UPS
Representative
before or after the
show.
419-691-6020
www.upsjobs.com

1x3 = $15.00
(Actual Size)

Get involved with
Nightlife programming. Visit 210
South Hall or Call
372-2456 for
details!

(irailjohcit
Dunce riaral|tf)i\!
Now you can rest!
Love,
tlrCiciiwjalApt'iB

www.geocities.com/t3GUA0
Come to the show and register
to win a date with Alexandra
McHale.

Alexandra McHale

n

Stand up comedian to be performing at£GSU this Thursday.
9:00pm MAC Countryside
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Happy 20th BDay
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ROB!
Loue,
Elizabeth

Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

GETTIN'ITON:
James Eldred gets it on
with "The Ladies Man"
soundtrack, while
Dustin White gives us a
preview of Sunday's
Rusted Root show at
the University of
Toledo.
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I vomit
culture
HEATHER
HEBEN

Culture
% Pop
Bulimic
Hello my name is I leather...
and 1 am a pop culture bulimic.
A pop culture bulimic is when
you get the idea in your head that
you use quotes from movies, television.
You go on a kick where you try
not to make any such reference
or quote for at least 24 hours.
But, in a moment of weakness
you begin to spew lines from
movies. After your wild frenzy of
"Tommy Boy" and "Half Baked"
one liners you feel low and
depressed.
Alone and confused, coming to
the realization complete depravation slipped away, you reflect
and wallow in feebleness.
Since 1 am a promnant example of this disorder I feel I should
explain the symptoms to be wary

of.
• Yelling "TIMMY!" at random
points in conversations. After
watching "South Park" a little too
often. Although thatisHella
Kewl.
• While washing a car with a
friend, they spray the hose on
you. Out of no where, you feel
the need to run in place and sing
"I'm a maniac, maniac out on the
floor..."
• Pulling up a chair to make
idle conversation, sitting down
on it backwards and saying "I feel
like Mike Seaver."
• When asking a favor from a
friend you let them know that"I'd
do it myself, but I threw my back
out humpin' your mom last
night". (Or anything else written
by movie god Kevin Smith.)
• "Why you gotta disrespect me
cause' I'm on the grill B? Come
over here and ask me for a Heifer
with cheese".
• Have you ever gave anyone
your "Oh face"? And by the way, if
you had a million dollars what
would you do?" I'd tell you what
I'd do, two chicks at the same
time. I've always wanted to do
that, and I figured if I had that
kind of money I could pull that
off."
• When you started college did
you ever think you would contemplate " Sex or class, what
should I do?" or have you ever
heard or-worse-used the line
"Suck me beautiful."
And to top off my list of symptoms, a little time warp to the late
great 80's..."no more yanky my
wanky the Donger needs food!".
I am an intellectual person.
And 1 am a good person. My only
flaw is that I have a problem. I
have uttered coinage that is not
my own. I swear it was only for
good, not evil. I seek only to
entertain.
As these words slide out my
lips, I feel a huge weight lifted off
my chest. I know that my road to
recovery is going to be a tough
one. If only there was a Betty
Ford center for quote-aholics and
pop culture bulimics.
Perhaps I do have a personality
and original thoughts of my own.
And perhaps it is all right to constantly refer to great American
Comedies. I do adore the intellectual movies, but who giggles at
"Schidler'sList?"
Let any of the ashamed and
frightened souls that suffer from
the same psychosis, know that
everything is going to be okay.
Second, make the people who
rip on weirdoes like me by saying,
"why don't I write outside my
social group," and "our generation is pathetic because all we do
is fill our minds with crap," calm
down. I am sure that they too
constantly recite whatever it is
they enjoy.
And finally, with a little help
from my friends at Video
Connection, make a few people
laugh.
And yes, I do realize I used pop
culture to induce the desired
laughter, but hey, I'm sick...
remember?

)
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useum showcases highlights
of western pioneer masterpieces
By Lisa Betttnger
NOW WRITER

It's one thing to read about history in a
textbook, it is another to see it in pictures.
The Toledo Museum of Art is to host the
traveling exhibit The American West: Out
of Myth, Into Reality. The exhibit wiU be
on display until December 31.
The show is a coUection of over 120
pieces of art showcasing the U.S. west of
the Mississippi River. The time span of
these works from 1825 to 1925. Some of
the artists included in the collection are
Frederic Remington Charles M. Russell,
and Charles Deas, just to name a few. The
collection also highlights not only the
story of the western pioneers, but of the
Native Americans who called the West
home and the landscape itself. Several
styles of art, from modem to impressionist are represented in the exhibit.
There are several amazing pieces to be
found in this collection. Thomas Hill's
Yosemite VaUey (from below Sentinel
Dome, as seen from the artists point) is

one of the more breathtaking landscapes.
It is very hard to miss this piece as you
enter the gallery.
Another interesting piece is The
Trapper's Last Shot, a black and white
engraving by William Ramey. There are
also watercolors by Karl Bodmer and
Titian Ramsay Peale.
Standing alongside the paintings are
several impressive works of sculpture.
Solon Borgkim's Cowboy at Rest, and
Adolph Weinman's Chief Black Bird,
Ogalalla Sioux, along with several
Remington pieces, are very powerful.
Other works include sketchbooks, woodcuts, and engravings. There is also a table
where visitors can look through books of
other western an and antique books that
tell stories of the West
For those who want to take some of the
exhibit home with them, the Museum's
gift shop has several items pertaining to
the exhibit for sale.
There is more then art to look at. The
exhibit also offers plenty of historical

ADMISSION: General admission is free, however, admission to
the American West exhibit is $5 for adults and $4 for students. Families can buy a group pass for $14 and children
under 5 years of age and seniors are free. From 5 to 10 p.m.,
on Friday, the exhibit is free.
DIRECTIONS: The Museum is located at 2445 Monroe St. at
Scottwood Avenue. To get there, take 1-75 south to the posted
exit, the Museum is one block away.

information about the times, the artists,
and the art methods themselves. For
instance some paintings, like William D.
Koemer's Madonna of the Prairie, were
used mainly as illustrations for fictional
books about the West. Another interesting story that visitors will learn is that
Charles Bird King was one of the first
artists to paint portraits of Native
Americans.
According to Adrian lilly, both visitor
reaction and turn out to The American
West have been very strong and positive. In fact the opening day had one
of the best turnouts from Museum
members.
Another feature about The
American West is that several
pieces are part of the Museum's
collection. Having works touring
across the country is good exposure for the museum. "It makes
American West, PAGE 11

HOURS: The Museum is open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday
through Thursday and on Saturday. On Friday, the Museum is
open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday hours are 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. The Museum is closed on Mondays.
MORE INFORMATION: For more information about tours and
other specific events, visitors can call the Museum at (419)
255-8000 or toll free 1-800-644-6862.

'Ladies Man' satisfies audience
By Tony Reczn*
ASSISTANT NOW EDITOR

There have only been two out
of 10 successful Saturday Night
Live skit crossovers to the big
screen, "The Blues Brothers" in
1980 and "Wayne's World" in
1992. That has changed however, with the release of Tim
Meadow's suave swinger with a
70s-flair, Leon Phelps, in "The
Ladies Man."
The film picks up with Phelps
as a talk show host on a Chicagobased radio station, openly dispensing his extended knowledge
of love, sex and all things freakydeaky. He and his very attractive
producer Julie, played by Karyn
Parsons (Fresh Princeof Bel-Air),
find themselves jobless, however, after some of Leon's candid
comments ate heard by the FCC.
With the search for a new job

repeatedly coming up empty, it
appears as if aU hope is lost, until
Leon receives a letter from a rich,
former conquest calling herself
"Sweet Thing," who wants to
rekindle their love.
However, this presents some
problems. One, Leon refers to
everyone as his "Sweet Thing"
The other is that this particular
"Sweet Thing," Honey Delune
(Tiffani Amber Theissen) has a
husband, Lance (Will Ferrel).
Lance is a Greco-Roman
wrestling crazed leader of a support group of husbands
wronged by Leon, hell-bent on
revenge. All of this makes for an
entertaining story which can be
summed up with one concept.
If you like butt, then you will
love this movie. It is truly a topnotch,
thumbs-up-like-theFbnz kind of film.
Its most endearing compo-

nent is Meadows himself and his
penchant for making the
smooth talking, 70s-style, 'phallically' gifted Phelps come to life.
Lome Michaels should be
praised
for
encouraging
Meadows, who seems to shy
away from lead roles, to make
this film.
The rest of the cast can share
the accolades as well. Will Ferrell
is his typically tunny self, with a
great performance to add to his
list of appearances in SNLalumni films. His character brings a
certain enthusiasm to the film
with him leading the charge in a
musical number performed by
the posse of spumed husbands
out for Phelps.
As for other main characters
worth mentioning it is nice to
know that Karyn Parsons is still
alive. Although her character
really was not that developed,

other than just being Leon's true
love, it was good to know that
there is life after "The Fresh
Prince" other than the WB.
Another area of "The Ladies
Man's" success, as in other SNL
films, was in its many worthy
cameo appearances in supporting roles. For instance, according
to Meadows, the script called for
a smooth Billy D. Williams-type
to play the character of Lester,
Phelps's supportive bartender.
So, to give the film the most
suave feel possible, they went
out and actually hired Williams
to play the role.
Other
cameos
include
appearances
by
lohn
Witherspoon as one of Leon's
bar-fly friends, lulianne Moore
(Boogie Nights) plays one of
Leon's former freaky conquests,
SNL and "Kids in the Hall" alum
Mark McKinney as a radio exec-

Ptioto ProvWwl

UH, YEAH:Tim Meadows
shines as the Ladies Man.
utive. However, the biggest surprise cameo was Kevin
McDonald, also of "Kids in the
Hall" fame, who played a suriy
postal worker.
One should take into account
that this film most likely will not
Satisfaction, PAGE 11
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DeNiro, Stiller save'Meet the Parents' Rusted Root to bring f
ByleflMcGmnis
NOW WRITER

There are few experiences in
life more excruciating than a stupid misunderstanding which
unfairly changes someone else's
opinion of you. You know how it
goes. You say the wrong thing at
the wrong time, you make a foolish mistake, and the next thing
you know, another person never
looks at you the same way again.
We've all had a few moments like
that, and there may be few things
in life that are more painful.
Now, imagine a whole movie of
nothing but moments like that,
and you've got "Meet the Parents,"
lay Roach's new comedy. Roach is
a good comic director who has
made some excellent films in
recent years (two words: Austin
Powers), and here he has assembled a terrific cast of performers
and has a great concept to build
upon. But somehow it just doesn't
gel like it should. AH the ingredients are here, but somehow the
recipe just doesn't quite cook.
Part of the problem is the way
the film approaches its premise.
It's about a young male nurse
named Greg (the wonderful Ben
Stiller) who is in love with a
charming woman named Pam

Byrnes (Teri Polo). He wants to
marry her, but then he learns that
it would be a good idea to ask permission of Pam's dad lack (Robert
DeNiro), a "retired florist," before
he asks her. And thus, on the
weekend of Pam's sister's wedding.
Pam and Greg go
to...well...see the title.
Things don't go well. The airline
loses Greg's luggage, and Pam's
engagement ring along with it.
Once they get to the house and
meet with Pam's folks (Mom
played by Blythe Danner), Jack
wastes no opportunity to poke
and prod at Greg, finding a lot of
humor in Greg's line of employment ("Not a lot of men in your
profession, are there, Greg?"). The
movie also gets a lot (and I mean a
LOT) of mileage out of Greg's last
name, which, for the sake of a
family forum such as this, I will
only say is a letter away from a
naughty word. (Hint: it's the one
that usually comes after "mother).
These are the basic problems,
and most of them are quite funny.
The movie begins to step wrong
however, once it ventures into the
aforementioned "stupid misunderstandings," which take up the
majority of the rest of the movie.
Greg, trying to win lack's approval,

makes up some bizarre lies to get
himself out of predicaments, and
lack pursues them like a hawk,
digging Greg deeper and deeper
into trouble. This leads (don't ask
how) to a bizarre yet funny conversation where Greg describes
milking a cat. Yes, a cat Needless
to say, this doesn't sit well with cat
lover lack.
The misunderstandings grow
more and more outrageous, however, and I began to squirm. The
thing of it is, I liked Greg, as a character, and I wanted him and Pam
to be happy. But watching him do
so many dumb things around
lack, wherein he said all the
wrong things at all the wrong
times in order to reaffirm lack's
suspicions about him, it became
excruciating.
One scene in particular exemplifies this. When Greg, still sans
suitcase, is forced to borrow some
clothes from Pam's younger
brother, lack finds some drug
paraphernalia in the pocket, and,
naturally, assumes it belongs to
Greg. (The fact that they came
from HIS SON's coat seems lost
on him.) Then lack and Greg have
a lengthy conversation wherein
lack accuses him of nothing. Greg
misunderstands, and they both

say everything you can possibly
say to prolong the issue without
actually understanding each
other. One or two scenes like this
may be funny. But that sort of
thing, basically, takes up the
whole rest of the movie. It's rather
funny when, in a late scene, the
two at last speak to each other
plainly, and resolve the whole plot
in about a minute.
On the plus side, the film is very
well made and the actors seem to
be having a lot of fun. Stiller is
entertaining to watch, as usual,
and DeNiro once again proves he
has great comic talent to go along
with his dramatic abilities (see
"Analyze This" and the underrated "Rocky and Bullwinklc").
Roach directs the movie with a lot
of charm, and there are quite a
few laughs to be found. But somehow, the material doesn't quite
work like it should, thanks to a
somewhat ill-conceived plot and
a lot of missed opportunities. I'm
still trying, for example, to figure
out how they got the very talented
Owen Wilson to be in their movie,
and then decided to give him
nothing to do.

grass-root funk to
University of Toledo
By Dustin White
now wmiER

The
multi-instrumentalist
group Rusted Root will perform at
Toledo's Stranahan Theater on
Sunday night
University of Toledo's Campus
Activities Program is sponsoring
the event. The opening act,
Daniel Cage, takes the stage at 8
p.m. Prior to the performances
will be an opportunity for audience members to win passes to
meet the performers. These passes will be given away starting at 7
p.m.
Ken Peterson from the UT
Campus Activities Program said
that the organization chose
Rusted Root to perform because
of their political and environmental activity. He also said that the
band has a general college-scene
feel to their music
Rusted Root began as a multiinstrumentalist group that inte-

grated the Grateful Dead's rock
with percussion influences based !
on the music of Africa, the Middle j
East and Latin America. The six-'
piece band formed in Pittsburgh j
in 1990 with Michael Glabicki |
(guitar, vocals), Liz Berlin (percussion, vocals), Patrick Norman
(bass, vocals) and lim Donovan
(drums, percussion) as the initial
lineup.
Later in 1990, lim
DiSpirito (percussion) and lohn
Buynak (percussion, winds) completed the group.
Cruel Sun, Rusted Root's selfproduced debut album appeared
in 1994. The album included the
group's staple song "Send Me On
My Way." The group received
much support from college radio
in support of their "When I Woke"
release in 1995 and 19%. A great
deal of Rusted Root's following
can be attributed to their entrancing and dynamic live shows.

'Ladies Man' soundtrack seduces, while Orgy produces
This soundtrack basically reads
like a who's who list of 70s funk
and soul music. Chaka Kahn,
Parliament, Roberta Flack, the
Isley Brothers and more get their
grooves on while a super-sexy
score by Marcus Miller fills the
gaps between.

Various Artists
The Ladies Man
Soundtrack (2000)
DreamWorks
Records
GRADE: A
The Ladies Man is one homy
dude in one homy movie, and
now he has the soundtrack to
match.

1 imagine this would be the CD
the ladies man plays right before
he gets his groove on with some
sweet thing. Rufus and Chaka
Kahn soulfully introduce the
album with "Sweet Thing" and
Johnny Gill kicks it into full funky
overdrive with the so sexual it's
almost funny "Close The Door."
While the two songs were recorded 25 years apart, musically the
are exactly the same, old-fashioned sexy-soul music.
More funkified rythym is also
on the disc from the likes of Bobby
Womack with his "Looking' For A
Love" and Grover Washington Ir.'s
"Mister Magic" which was so
much wa-wa guitar in it that it

could be mistaken as the score for
a 70s pomo flick.
Other funky classics included
are Roberta Flack and Donny
Hathaway's "The Closer I get To
You" a slightly more subdued love
song, and two great ones by the
Isley Brothers, "Don't Let Me Be
Lonely Tonight" and "That Lady."
Combine that with Al Green's
"Let's Stay Together" and
Parliament's "Up For The Down
Stroke" and you have the definitive album to get freaky to. And if
all that wasn't enough, you have
periodic quotes from The Ladies
Man about his views of love and
doing it in the butt. The only thing
missing from this album is some
Marvin Gaye.
This album is so damn sexy,
funky and soulful you might just
want to make sweet love to your
stereo by the time it's over.
-James Eldred

Transmission
Reprise Records
GRADE: B
The androgynous pretty-boys
from Orgy have submitted a
stronger disc for your perusal.
Vapor Transmission, the followup to Candyass, demonstrates a
growing sense of originality
amongst the men of Orgy.
Whereas Candyass contained a
handful of great songs surrounded by filler, Vapor Transmission
displays more stand-out and
memorable audio.
Slick computer artwork lines
the cover and jacket, and all the
words are in the style of some

futuristic computer terminal.
Definite eye candy.
The disc begins with a twominute intro, a computerized
woman's voice "beginning transmission." It's a creative opener or
a cause to roll your eyes, depending on how much you enjoy the
band.
"Suckerface" starts off the
songs, and in a good way. It starts
low, then breaks into electronic
and guitar bravado. It's the kind of
song that causes you to turn the
volume much louder, and the
lyrics fit glove-in-hand.
The energy continues with the
infectious "The Odyssey." The first
listen to this song is a bit jarring,
but it quickly grows on you, the
clever lyrics most of all ("To get
away from the pom pom boys
and the jock strap girls").
"Opticon" follows up with a
slower but heavier sound, rhythmic and reminiscent of the "transmission" theme.
Orgy's latest single, "Fiction
(Dreams in Digital)," follows. For
those who haven't been watching
their MTV "Fiction" is a fine piece
of work with layers and levels
piled upon each other. Luckily, the
refrain easily sticks in your head,
knocking out those other annoying pieces of schlock on MTV
A haunting "Eva" finishes off the

strongest stretch of this album. II
one were to combine a ballad
with the sound of Orgy. "Eva"
would be the result. It straddles
both genres quite nicely.
After "Eva," the energy and ere
ativity seems to take a seat for a
while. "107" has good uses of
vocals and "Dramatica" contains
good melody, but "Eyes-Radio
Lies" smacks of filler.
The homogeny is broken as the
lead-in to "Saving Faces" throws
you for a bit of a curve. While it
isn't their best work, it's a different
sound and a grand experiment.
"Re-Creation" delves back into
the standard fare before "Chasing
Sirens" chooses the path less
taken. As the album goes onto the
later minutes "Chasing Sirens"
brings back the energy and spontaneity from the first half of Vapor
Transmission.
The album comes to a strong
end with "Where's Gcrrold?"
Actually, if you get a disc that has
the hidden track "Spectrum."
you'll be much happier. I would
have preferred "Spectrum" as a
track on the album, but it is a good
end.
It's not the most original release
this year, but Vapor Transmission
is an enjoyable listen.
-1. Michael Bestul

THE COOLEST AND FUNNIEST
COMEDY OF THE YEAR!
"OUTRAGEOUS... FUN...
Sec it with someone
you love...to laugh with!
Bring a date, or two, to
see'Ladies Man'. Tickle
your funny bone. Smooth,
cool and the funniest film
of the fall." ».
"AUSTIN POWERS
WITH MORE
HEART!
Funny stuff!"
1'iii'i'i'i.t,

Zens. (IIMI of the Sky, was
known as a very pernicious
i."<i who seduced not only
numerous mortal mislresM's,
hut also was a lover of hoys.
Ganymede, most hcautiful of
mortals, prince of the Trojan
royal house is one hoy that
Zeus fell in love with. Zeus's
wife Hera, knew Zeus was
committing adultery: howev<
er. she tolerates his Wrongful
acts since adultery is a jireat
threat to inheritance of rank
and property.
*Z www.Udwuianmoyie.com
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BG SPORTS
Women's Golf

FRIDAY

Sat. and Sun.
At Penn State Invite/ TBA

October 13,
2000

Men's soccer
Sat.
Host Marshall/ 2 p.m.

BOWLING GREEN SIATE UNIVERSITY

Men's tennis
Fri.-Sat.
At Rocket Indoor/ TBA

HUNTERS IN HUNTSVILLE

Women's soccer
Fri.
Host Marshall/ 1 p.m.

Sun.
Host Ohio/ 3 p.m.

By Dan Wed and Derek McCord
SPORTS WRITERS

Women's CC
Fri.

The Dawn of a new season

Al All-Ohio /TBA

looms on the hori/on for the
Bowling Green hockey team.

Men's CC
At All -Ohio /TBA

Their two game set at
Alabama-Huntsvllle
tonight
and tomorrow to open the regu-

Volleyball

lar season will be a stark contrast to next weekend when the
Falcons take on No. 2 Michigan

Fri.

to open the CCHA schedule.

Host Hull.■!(, 7 p.m.

Sat.

After last season's set with the
Chargers, the Falcons know not

Host Northern Illinois/ 7 p.m.

to take this team lightly

Fri.

In the first meeting between
the two schools last season the
Chargers gave the Falcons a
hard time going up 2-0 only to
fall 4-3.
The second game
would not be the case with the

Hockey
Fri. and Sat.
At Alabama-Huntsville/ 8 p.m

Football

Falcons winning 5-1.

Sat.

"We know this will be a challenge from last season." said

At Miami/ 2 pm.

Falcon defenseman Louis Mass.
"This will be a good test for us."
The Chargers, coached by

Merfs soccer notches
1st MAC
win

former BG player Doug Ross,
finished second in College
Hockey America last year with a
12-5-1 conference record and a
17-10-4 record overall and were
picked to finish on top of the
CHA for 2000-01.
Alabama-Huntsville's nucleus of players from last season is
still intact with goaltender Mark
Byrne leading the way. In his
first season the sophomore

By Derek McCord
situ vents
After an unsuccessful attempt
for the Bowling Green men's soccer team to get their first Mid
American Conference victory of
the season against Northern
Illinois, the Falcons put themselves back into contention in
Kalamazoo Wednesday.
Chris Kraft scored his second
game winning goal of the season
in the ninth minute to give the
Falcons an early lead on the
Broncos of Western Michigan
Kraft's goal was all the Falcons
would need as David DeCraff
would turn away two shols-ongoal to get his second clean sheet
of the season in the 2-0 victory.
Bowling Green head coach Mel
Mahler said that it was great to
get the first conference win with
the team situation of Fred
Degand being injured and Adam
Erhard sitting out due to being
sent off in the Northern Illinois
game.
"It was great to get the first
MAC win." Mahler said. "I am
excited about how we played
because, for one thing, just winning on the road and playing
without two of our stars in Adam
and Fred."
Mahler was also impressed on
the play of junior Ben Vaccaro
who took the place of suspended
Erhard.
"Ben Vaccaro, in place of
Adam, did a brilliant job and was
definitely player of the match,"
Mahler said. "He played the position of defensive midfielder very
well, scored the second goal,
defended well and got the ball
where it needed to be."
Vaccaro tallied Bowling Green's
insurance goal in the 62nd
minute. Matt Lyons was credited
with assists on both goals giving
him the lead in team points with
11. Lyons also has three goals on
the season, one behind team
leader Degand.
Mahler said it was nice to see
the 11 reserves able to come in
and do a successful job in
replacement.
"I was really pleased that some
players got an opportunity to
play and they stepped up and
played and performed well."
Mahler said. "That is what we
need to get out of guys who have
played a limited role in the past
and when they are called upon."
. The next focus for the Falcons
is their meeting at home with
Marshall on Saturday.
The
Thundering Herd is coming off of
an 0-0 tie with Ohio State after
defeating Wright State 1-0.
SfCCER PAGE 10

posted a 4-4-2 record with a 2.56
goals against average and a 90.9
save percentage backing up
Steve Briere.
The Chargers also have
senior center Dwayne Blais (826-34) and junior center Ron .
Baker (11-16-27) returning for
the 2000-01 campaign. The
defensive scoring punch will
likely come from Darren Curry
who. as a sophomore, scored 13
goals and 10 assists for 23
points.
BC.
iir.in coacn middy
Powers will send out sopho
more Tyler Masters in goal for
tonight's game. Tomorrow,
senior Shawn Timm complete
BG's two-headed goaltending
monster and get the nod in net.

Every healthy Falcon player
will get a turn in the lineup this
weekend, including Dennis
Williams, who sat out the
Exhibition game against York
with an injury. Freshman Roger
Leonard, who has been bothered with a shoulder injury this
week, will also play.
Out of the lineup for this
weekend is captain Doug
Schueller. who returned home
to Minnesota Wednesday to
have minor knee surgery for the
injury that has kept him out
since April. Forward Ryan
Murphy will also sit with a
shoulder injury.

OUT WITH THE OLD: The Falcons will forge forward this season without forward Craig Dejarlais, who
graduated. The new crop of Falcons include nine freshman who accounted for five goals in last week's
8-4 exhibition win over York.

Cross Country looks Miami, Falcons
to win All-Ohio meet travel two roads
ByDanNied

• SSISMNl SP0RIS EDITOR

By Enca Gambaccmi
SUM WRITER
After competing at Notre
Dame Oct. 6 both the men and
the women's cross country
teams will travel to Delaware,
Ohio
for
the
All-Ohio
Championship.
The meet is hosted by Ohio
Wesleyan University and will
consist of 35-40 of the best
teams in Ohio.
All of the Ohio colleges with
cross country programs will be
in attendance at the meet,
except for Miami and Ohio
State.
Kent State. Akron. Toledo
and Ohio will be the oil .er MidAmerican Conference schools
competing along with the
Falcons.
Other big name teams who
will attend include Cincinnati,
Xavier, Dayton and Wright
State.
The meet will consist of four
races: the mens varsity (2 pm.),
the women's varsity (2:45 pm).
the men's open (3:30 pm), and
the women's open (4:15 p.m.).

Men
Last year, the Falcons came
in 10th place out of a total of 38
teams, but they are hoping to
improve that rating.
"I think we can be very competitive and have a good
chance of winning," said
Sterling Martin. Bowling Green
State University men's cross
country head coach. "We are in
a position to win it. We have
been able to beat all of the other
MAC schools we ran against
with the exception of Kent
State."
Last weekend. Kent State was
able to beat the Brown and
Orange at the Notre Dame
Invitational. The Falcons have
already beaten Cincinnati
twice this year and Xavier and
Ohio once this season.
Martin will be bringing along
junior Tom Kutter, freshman
Paul NledwipcM. junior Rob

Michael IrimkiMe BG News

TURNING A CORNER: Freshman Steve Blasko turns a comer
earlir this season at the Mel Brodt Invitational.

Glatz. sophomore Dave Larson,
fifth-year senior Kreg Hatfield,
freshman Steve Blasko, fourthyear junior Austin Chapin and
junior Chad Kunkle.
"Several of the athletes have
the potential to step up and
lead the team." Martin said.
"Tom has been running well.''
However. Kutter has been
leading the team on his own
and Martin said he would like
to see at least one of the other
runners step up and either run
with or close the gap on Kutter.
Freshman Justin Perez will
not be running in the meet due
to an injury to his Achilles tendon.

Women
Last year, the Brown and
Orange placed ninth out of 40
teams. This year, according to
coach Cami Wells, they are
hoping to do much better.
5 "Our goal is to win the meet,"

she said. "If we run well we have
a good chance to win. but it
won't be an easy task."
Kent won the championship
last year and Wells says they still
have a strong group of runners.
However, Ohio has improved
their running, but Cincinnati.
Xavier and Dayton shouldn't be
much competition for the
Brown and Orange.
Wells will be bringing along
14 girls to compete in the
women's open. Seven of those
14 will compete in the women's
varsity race including senior
Christine Thompson, senior
Lisa Mariea, freshman Jordan
Hartmann, sophomore Joy
Echler, sophomore Erin Croley,
sophomore Briana Killian and
freshman Amber Culp.
"Joy has been running very
well," Wells said. "She should be
in the front of the pack, but
anyone had a good chance to
win depending on how they
run."
*

To say that the Bowling Green
and Miami football teams are
heading in different directions
might be a little misleading.
But. on paper, it appears that
way.
So. when the Falcons travel to
Oxford tomorrow to lake on the
RedHawks in a Mid American
Conference game, you might see
BG trying to escape a nightmarish
first half of the season by notching this upset, and you might see
Miami try to scratch and claw
their way out of a two game losing
streak which has left them 3-3
and wondering what went wrong.
While two game losing streaks
are nothing to be frantically worried about, last week's 15-10 loss
to winless Ball State has to have
the RedHawks scratching their
heads.
The week before, a favored
Miami team was trampled by
Akron 37-20.
That was the same Akron team
the Falcons outperformed last
week only to fall by a 27-21
thread.
So, while Miami seems headed
down, the Falcons are looking up
despite their 1-5 record.
Miami will be without top
rusher Calvin Murray That will
leave the bulk of the rushing
duties to Steve Little, who has
been just as effective.
But Bowling Green head coach
Gary Blackney thinks Murray's
absence will change Miami's
game plan. And that could hurt
the Falcons.
"Without Murray. I think they
will have to lean towards the pass
more." he said. "And of course
that doesn't play into what we do
best. We would like them to line
up and try to run against us and
forget the forward pass was ever
invented."
The Falcon's defense is. to say
the least, solid against the run.
They held Akron's rushing attack
to a 85 yards Zip star Brandon
Payne had 188 the week before
against Miami.
By letting up a mere 106.5 rushing yards per game, the Falcons
are rated 27th in the country in
run defense and lead the MAC In

Miami/ Bowling Green
comparison
Famous Coaches:
We Have: Bo Schembechler
They Have: Bo Schembechler
Advantage: Michigan. Bo
Stopped at both schools on
his way to glory with the
Maize and Blue.

Receivers with Iffy
names:
We Have: Brittney Davidson
They Have: Sly Johnson
Advantage: BG. Brittney's
performance at the MTV
VMAs rocked the house. And
you can't trust people named
Sly.

Former Mascots:
We Have: The Normals
They Have: The Redmen
Advantage: Miami. They
changed their name to be PC.
We changed ours because it
was really, really lame.

Embarrassing 2000 loss
We Have: Pathetic Buffalo
They Have: Pathetic Ball
State
Advantage: None. Nobody
deserves credit for botching
these 6-inch puts.

Recent Basketball Hero
We Have: Antonio Daniels of
the Spurs
They Have: Wally Sczcerbiak
of the Timberwolves
Advantage: Miami. Wally is
just dreamy
Miami Wins 2-1. Michigan
picks up one. Looks like the
Falcons have their work cut
out for them this week.
- By Dan Nied and Tony
Recznik
sacks.
But against the pass, the
Falcons have been subpar this
season.
The Falcon secondary might
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Yanks thank- Post-Knight era begins at Indiana
ful for Safeco
By Michael Marat

AP SPORTS WR1ICR

By Ronald Blum
Af SPORTS »RIT(R

a big game from him, obvious-

SEATTLE — Andy Pettitte.
like the rest of the New York
Yankees, loves Safeco Field.
Maybe even more than the
Seattle Mariners.
"We had such nightmares of
the Kingdome." he said
Thursday, a day before the AL
championship series resumes.
"It was like a vacation to come
to this ballpark and play"
With the series tied 1 -1 going
into Game 3. the Yankees aren't
about to break out the surfboards and swimsuits. Still, it's a
lot less mentally taxing than
playing the ballpark where they
blew a 2-0 lead in the 1995
championship series, getting
swept out of the postseason.
"If I look back to list our disappointments, that would be at
the top of the list." Paul O'Neill
said after a relaxed workout on
a sunny-but-cool afternoon.
Following a seven-run seventh inning that carried the
Yankees to a 7-1 win
Wednesday, the Yankees are
brimming with confidence
again. Pettitte. 7-4 in postseason play, pitches against Aaron
Sele. 0-2 with losses to the
Yankees in 1998 and 1999.
When a demolition firm blew
up the Kingdome in June, the
Yankees probably wish they
were there to pull the switch.
They were just 67-62 there
against the Mariners, and that
doesn't include the playoff
debacle, which led to Buck
Showalter's departure as manager and Joe Torre's arrival.
"A lot of the guys on our team
had so many bad memories of
1995 especially, and just dreaded going to the Kingdome,"
Pettitte said.
At Safeco, the $517.6 million,
retractable-roof stadium that
opened a block away in July
1999. the Yankees went 4-0 in its
first season and 3-3 this year.
Unlike the Kingdome. the
power alleys are spacious.
"At the Kingdome. you had
AstroTurf and fences you could
drag-bunt home runs at." Sele
said.
In his first season with the
Mariners, Sele was 9-5 at Safeco
and 8-5 on the road. The big
stat Seattle points to is his
record in the last month: 4-0
with a 2.63 ERA in six starts.
"Down the stretch, when we
really needed somebody to step
up in September, he did that
big time," Mariners manager
Lou Piniella said. "In fact, right
now, he's our only experienced
starter in the rotation. We need

ly"

While the Yankees' batting
slump has become front-page
news, the Mariners aren't doing
well at the plate, either, scoring
three runs in the first two
games of the series. They averaged 5.2 runs at Safeco during
the regular season and 6.0 on
the road.
For Mariners' pitchers, the
difference was even bigger: a
5.20 ERA on the road shriveled
to 3.84 ERA at home.
"Our pitchers, they relaxed
more." Piniella said. "At the
Kingdome. you can make a
good pitch and give up a threerun homer. Pitchers became a
lot more aggressive when we
got this ballpark, and it has continued this year."
While Friday's game starts at
5:12 p.m. and Saturday's a halfhour earlier, shadows won't be a
factor. Because of the way the
ballpark was built, the entire
infield is covered with shadows
by 4 p.m
Pettitte is coming off a poor
performance in Game 5 of the
division series against Oakland,
when he was given a 6-0 lead
before throwing a pitch, then
was chased after 3 2-3 innings
with New York ahead 7-5.
He pitched on three days'
rest, and didn't have nearly the
bite on his breaking balls that
he did in Game 2. when he
threw 72-3 shutout innings in a
4-0 win. He'll be pitching with a
full four days' rest Friday.
Pettitte is 7-5 in his career
against the Mariners, including
1-2 this year.
"They have got several guys
in their lineup that individually
have given me a lot of trouble."
he said.
It's a lengthy list: Jay Buhner
(8-for-25 with three doubles
and two homers), Rickey
Henderson (8-for-21), Edgar
Martinez (10-for-28 with two
doubles and two homers) and
Alex Rodriguez (just 8-for-35
but five home runs).
Pettitte still considers himself
fortunate To be with the
Yankees. He still thinks back to
last year, when Torre and general manager Brian Cashman
persuaded owner George
Steinbrenner not to trade him
to Philadelphia.
"I'm almost positive that Mr.
Steinbrenner was ready to get
rid of me last year." Pettitte said.
"Skip stood by me and others in
the organization stood by me
and didn't want it to happen.
And I'm soil here, and for that
I'm very grateful."

BLOOMINCTON. Ind (AP) Don't expect to see Mike Davis
barking out instructions Friday
night when Indiana opens practice.
Or correcting mistakes.

Or taking center stage.
Instead, Davis is ushering in a
new era of Hoosier basketball
with his own version of Midnight
Madness.
"This is their reward for really
working hard," Davis said.
"They're going to have some fun,
but they're not going to be out
there clowning around."
Hoosier players will find the
atmosphere more relaxed.
Gone are the days of fired
coach Bob Knight's Midnight
Practices, in which players were
required to do drills.
Instead. Davis, who accepted

the interim job at Indiana last
month, has implemented the
sorts of festivities — 3-point
shooting and dunk contests —
not normally associated with
such a high-profile event.
The practice will be Davis' first
appearance in front of Hoosier
fans since Knight was fired for
violating Indiana's "zero-tolerance" policy after he allegedly
cursed and grabbed a freshman
student in the entrance to
Assembly Hall.
Davis, too, is taking a relaxed
approach.
"I'm going to sit back and
watch unless someone challenges me in the 3-point contest
or the dunk contest or something." he said, laughing. T
would compete in the 3-point
contest but I couldn't compete in
the dunk contest because I
haven't been able to touch The

w «ued Press Phao
EYES AHEAD: The Browns will travel to Denver Sunday. Their two wins this season matches their total from all of last season

Cleveland looks to soar a mile high
By John Mossman
AP SPORTS WRITER

DENVER — With a new layer of
sod having replaced the tattered
surface at Mile High Stadium, the
Denver Broncos hoped to be on
firmer footing Sunday on their
home field, where they inexplicably have stumbled of late.
The Broncos won 24 straight
regular-season home games from
1996-98. the third-longest such
streak in NFL history..
The streak ended last season,
and attempts to start a new one
have languished.
They have dropped their last

Football faces red scare
FOOTBALL FROM PAGE 9

get a break tomorrow as Miami
quarterback Mike Bath could be
out with a back injury. Bath is list ed as probable for BG.
If Bath plays, he could give the
Falcons fits the way he did last
year.
"For a big kid. he's got excellent
mobility," Blackney said. "And he
I is very strong. I can remember last
year, we hit him and we fell off
him like (leas. You've got to wrap
him up. He's got a good offensive
i line to stand behind."
In Miami's 45-31 victory at the
Doyt last season Bath was 15 of 25
for 309 yards. This season he has
one of the best trio of receivers in
the MAC to throw to. Sly Johnson,
Eddie Tillitz and Ty Buxton. The
three have combined for 86
I>B
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two games at Mile High. A 28-19
loss to New England on Oct. 1
marked the first time in 10 years
that the Broncos had lost home
games on back-to-back Sundays,
and no one was blaming the condition of the turf.
Denver's Mile High Mystique —
an air of invincibility that flourished for most of 25 seasons —
may be dead. If the Broncos (3-3)
lose to the Cleveland Browns (2-4)
on Sunday, it will be buried for
good.
"This is not the way we like to
play football in our own backyard." quarterback Brian Griese

said. "We have to go back out and
establish dominance at home We
don't just want to win. but we
want to prove something, not just
this week but for the rest of the
season."
Battling a season-long siege of
injuries, the Broncos righted
themselves with a 21 -7 win at San
Diego last week. But they lost fullback Howard Griffith to a knee
injury. He joins running backs
Terrell Davis (ankle) and Olandis
Gary (knee) on the sideline, with
rookie Mike Anderson left to carry
the load. Griese is playing with
torn cartilage in his throwing

shoulder.
Making the Broncos' task
tougher is the fact that Cleveland
is no longer a pushover. The
expansion team which had only
40 total yards including 9 rushing, in a 43-0 loss to Pittsburgh in
the opening game of 1999 has
quickly become respectable.
After bowing to Jacksonville in
their opener this season, the
Browns got the NFLs attention by
beating both Cincinnati 24-7 and
Pittsburgh 23-20. equaling their
win total in all of 1999.
They lost to Oakland and
Baltimore in the next two games.

Soccer takes on Marshal

receptions, 1.166 and seven terback Andy Sahm multiple targets to throw to.
touchdowns.
After struggling to get sufficient
While their numbers aren't as
impressive as Miami's trio, the rushing yards in the season's first
Falcons have a solid receiving game, John Gibson exploded for
core of their own. David Bautista •■ 149 against Akron. The return of
center Eric Curl has spurred the
rushing game, despite the
absences of starting rushers Joe
BG at Miami
Alls and Codfrev Lewis.
Radio: 88/1 FMWBGU
Freshman quarterback/runwith Rob Vauohan, Ryan
ning back/receiver Josh Harris
Mitchell and Joel Tobias
was BG's newest weapon against
Akron. He rushed for 30 yards on
Kickoff Show: 1.00 p.m.
4 carries and had a 39 yard kick
return. Blackney should try to get
Kickoff: 200pm
Harris the ball a few time
But. in light of recent performances, these are two teams that
is eighth irrthe country with 8.3 are facing different directions.
receptions per game. The return This MAC war could be a turning
of surehanded Kurt Gerling and point in cither's season.
Aaron Alexander has given quar-

r<i>

team, and a week later the
women's season-opener against
Washington will precede the
men's season-opener against
Pepperdine.
Bennett, who also is entering
her first season at Indiana, could
n't be happier.
"There's a genuine excitement
among the players," she said. "It's
kind ofjike, Oh my gosh, this is
big-time.' It signifies that you've
arrived.
"I was really excited when he
called because I knew this would
be a great opportunity for us."
Perhaps the most hotly contested event Friday will be the 3point shootout, which will pit the
men against the women.
"Of course I want to beat the
women," guard Kyle Hornsby
said. "But I want to beat everybody.

rim for the last 10 years.
And whether I would win
would'depend on who I would
be up against."
Not only is Davis trying to keep
the night more enjoyable, he's
also invited the Indiana women's
team to participate for the first
time in recent years.
Knight had little to do with the
women's basketball team in past
seasons.
"I think they've got a great
coach in coach (Kathi) Bennett
and I think the women's program
is going to go to the next level,"
Davis said. "It gives these players
a lifetime memory of participat
ing with the men."
It won't be the only time,
either.
On Nov. 10, the Hoosiers exhibition game against Marathon
Oil will be preceded by a
women's game against a Finnish

SOCCER FROM PAGE 9

Conference wise. Marshall is
leading with a 3-1 record after victories over Western Michigan,
Buffalo and Akron, in which they
netted three goals in each match
"We have another opportunity

to build upon our goal to get into
the MAC championship against
Marshall on Saturday," Mahler
said. "They are in first place, they
beat Akron who is one of the preseason favorites and with a good
result show that we belong in the
upper echelon of the MAC."
Marshall's attack consists of

Byron Carmichael who has 15
goals and 32 points in Marshall's
13 matches. Chris Donovan has
seven goals and 19 points.
Goalkeeper Taly Goode has
started in all of Marshall's 13
matches posting a 1.08 goals
against average and seven
shutouts.
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ftjet Line is available to you

and will answer any of your questions.

372-
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cominG in nouEinBER...
THE WILDEST SHOW flllVWHERE!

RON JEREMY
GUEST MC
OCTOBER 31st

HALLOWEEN
BASH!
THURS- BED DANCES
SAT- COUPLES GET IN FREE
SUN- COLLEGE 10 NIGHT
NEW BY0B LOUNGE!
OPEN TIL 4am THURS-SAT
ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW TALENT!

<l>\| 'I'M <1>\I <I'\I <l>\] <l>\l <l>\! 'I'M <l>\l 'I'M

Come to (Phi Mil's
JinnuaC (Pancake (Breakfast!
Sunday, Octo6er22u
10:00a.m.-2:00p.m.
. St. Thomas More Cafeteria \
(across from Mac West)
$3.00 jtityoH can eat!
($4,00 at the door)

Jilt proceeds benefit
Children's Miracle tHetwork\\

Caff 372-2750for tickets
'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M <I>M <l>\| >|>M <l
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BG SPORTS
PICK OF THE WEEK
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Consult your loc.il bookie about these
picks. Advice by our sports staff may
not be suitable for children Side
effects include headache, dizziness.
nausea and severe bloating.
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BG at
Miami

Prediction
Score
Rant

MIAMI 15 FAVORITE

#21 Purdue at
#18 Northwestern

use

/

DAN NIED
'Xhewbacca

NICKHURM
"R2-D2"

Buddy
"Yoda"

Bowling Green
21-20
Falcons edge out
struggling Hawks
For win.

Bowling Green
21-14
Cause Chad Long
said so, and that's
the bottom line.

Miami
49-3

Northwestern
42-41
Dan's right. This is
adoozie

Purdue
43-4
It's coming out week.
Go Purdue!

Prediction
Score
Rant

Florida
54-12
Gators pissed for no
reason and love to
run up the score.

Florida
38-10
Not even a contest

Florida
38-31
Auburn keeps it
close, but Spurrier
pulls it out.

Auburn
216-1
I'm just a dog. 1
don't know football...! give up

Prediction
Score
Rant

Oregon
Oregon
31-17
28-10
Donald Duck is their Ducks are the pride
mascot. The Trojans of the Pac-10
are a condom.

use

use

28-10
1 don't know much
about football.

?

Prediction
Score
Rant

Oklahoma
30-14
Sooner s flaming
from Texas win,

Kansas State
31-27
Kansas Slate has
too good an offense

Oklahoma
24-17
Oklahoma is OKI

Oklahoma
42-13
This guy Sheff keeps
chittering at me like
I'm a squinel.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Marshall
42-28
Thundering
Hillbillies are upset
with WML) loss,

Marshall
22-17
Western Michigan
beat them both.
Can BG do it too?

Toledo
35-17
BG is better than
both of these
teams.

Toledo
42-17
Hey Sheff! Idiot! I'm
a DOG not a squinel!

KANSAS STATE 9.5 FAVORITE

Marshall at
Toledo
TOLEDO 7 FAVORITE

Ruff...Ruff...Ruff. BG
1 OSPS Ruff Ruff

Northwestern
24-22
The best game of
the week.

OREGON 2 5 FAVORITE

#8 Oklahoma at
#3 Kansas State

0%
1I&9

1

■

^^

"Darth Voder"
FJowling Green

\ -

Purdue
35-34
Wildcats is a Bress
for Purdue, Buckeyes
rule Big Ten.

FLORIDA 9.5 FAVORITE

#12 Oregon at

\
i

Prediction
Score
Rant

PURDUE 4 FAVORITE

Auburn at
#9 Florida

^r%!fc.

PETE STELLA

21-17
Falcons hold Bath
to 12 yards passing,
Gerling is the man.

Friday, Octobef 13, 200011

1 ate a can of Mighty
Dog yesterday! I'M A
MIGHTY DOG!

six-month-old wiener do g Buddy i 3 our guest picker this week. He resides with Da n Nied and his
roommates in their BG lome. He hopes to grow up and be like Dc tn's roommate E Irendan Cullen.
American West FROM PAGE7

people realize that the museum is hero." Lilly said.
Adding to the high turnout
was the fact that the exhibit's
opening day took place during
the weekly It's Friday program.
That evening Joyce Snowfeather
Mahaney's lecture on cultural
awareness added to the already
large list of evening activities..
One thing that you might find
yourself doing is realizing that
you have seen some these works
before, in a hislorv textbook. Of
course these works, like Joseph
Henry Sharp's Prayer to the Spirit
of the Buffalo, look a whole lot
better in a museum than they do
in any textbook Another work

that sparked memories of high
school history Is Carl "Thomas'
Wimar's The Attack on the
Emigrant Train.
To compliment the art, there
are several activities that will coincide with the exhibit On Friday.
November 3 there will be square
and line dancing lessons with
Glenn LeFever. LeFever has been
teaching these dances and calling
square dances for over 40 years.
These lessons begin at 7:00 p.m. A
Frontier Cramvays Day will take
place on Sunday. November 19
from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. Visitors will
be able to enjoy hands on activities and performances. There will
also be different lectures and slide
presentations. Guided tours of
the exhibit are also available.

A FVRRV FVH
FILLED FACT...

On a Canadian two dollar
bill, the Hag flying over
the Parliament Building is
an American Flag.

By Paul Newell
ASSOCIATE D PRESS WRITE B

GREENSBORO. N.C. - A jury
awarded a female place-kicker J2
million in punitive damages
Thursday, ruling Duke University
cut her from the team solely
because of her gender.
Jurors deliberated just over two
hours before deciding the school
discriminated against Heather
Mercer, who graduated in 1998.
They met briefly after arguments
on damages to rule Duke must
pay a $1 compensatory penalty
and the larger amount as punishment.
"I feel great. ... I consider it a
complete victory. Any monetary
award is completely icing on the
cake." Mercer said. "I wanted to
be told what they did was wrong,
and it was."
Lawyer Burton Craig said
Mercer, who now works for
Charles Schwab » Co. in New
York, will use the award to finance
a scholarship for female placekickers. Her own football career is
over, he said, but she will continue with fencing.
The university claimed Mercer,
now24, wasn't talented enough to
play for a Division I football team.
The jurors ruled sex was the motivating factor in the way she was
treated and that Duke officials,
informed of her complaints,
failed to act.
Duke lawyer John Simpson
said'no decision has been made
on whether to appeal the federal
jury's ruling.
"We're disappointed by it. Like
they say in football, I left everything on the field." he said.
During deliberations, jurors
asked to see videotapes of Mercer
and other kickers practicing. They
also reviewed the transcript of a
conversation between Mercer
and assistant football coach Fred
Chatham that Mercer taped
secret iy.
They also sought from Judge
James Beaty a definition of the
phrase "deliberate indifference."
meaning whether Duke officials
knew Mercer was having problems and did nothing to correct
them.
To award compensatory damages, jurors had to find Mercer

suffered actual financial losses
because of Duke's actions. For
punitive damages, they had to
find Duke acted with malice and
reckless indifference.
In closing arguments Thursday.
Mercer's lawyers said she wanted
to be treated like any other member of the football team. That's
exactly what happened, the attorney for Duke said.
"(Coach) Fred Goldsmith
chose not to see Heather Sue
Mercer as a football player," said
Melinda Lawrence, an attorney
for Mercer. "He chose not to see
her skills. He chose only to see her
as a woman."
Simpson said the case was not
about discrimination but about a
young woman naive to the cold
reality of Division I football, and
penalized Goldsmith for being a
nice guy and trying to help
Mercer.
He pointed out that male kickers who were not members of a
scout team — which played
against the first-string team in
practice — also were cut, and
reminded jurors that six other
kickers on the team at the time
testified Mercer lacked the necessary skills.
Mercer testified Wednesday
she was able to kick 48-yard field
goals, although she was more
comfortable from 43 yards.
Her former coach and most of
her fellow kickers disagreed, saying she just wasn't good enough
to kick against teams like Florida
State and Clemson.
Mercer never suited up for a
Duke game. In September 1999.
Colorado walk-on kicker Katie
Hnida became the first woman to
dress for a Division I-A football
game, but didn't play in the game
against Kansas.
Donna Lopiano, executive
director of the Women's Sports
Foundation, said the ruling will
make schools take female athletes seriously when they try out
for male teams, "and that's only
right"
"This court decision is consistent with federal court decisions
in that girls need to be allowed to
play on boys teams, especially
when there is not a team for the
girls," she said.

communication, it's our goal.

MUSCLES IN

www.bgnews.com

EACH EAR.'.'.'
i

be all that entertaining if you
are not a SNL fan. There are many
scenes that seem like they were
thrown in as filler at the last
minute. For instance, there is one
escapade involving Leon and
Julie's ex-fiancee having a good
old fashioned bar-food show-

down
Randomness aside, the film is
still extremely funny and should
be enjoyed by anyone acquainted
with SNL and/or sketch comedy.
If you are looking for the right film
to get you pumped for that special someone, this film is highly
advised.

help us achieve it by letting us know what
you think.

A CAT HAS 32

Fall Break is on the
way!
Nexl Monday and
Tuesday

Satisfaction, FROM PAGE7

Duke pays female
kicker in court

,<

UPTOWN
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The Glow Party
Uptown is Open
Sunday October (3th
4AAI
**&$(30
Pitchers

The University
Bookstore
will be Closed

JCS COMIC STOP IS DAMN PR01
A veru special poetru not
Friday Dot 13
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Toledo

Hur

ng Oct 14
creator Bri
and artist Jorry Back

Saturday, October 14

BGSU Theatre
Department Presents
NUNSENSE
by Dan Coggin's
Oct 19-21 at 8 PM
Oct 27-28 at 8 PM
Oct 29 at 2 PM
BGSU Showing in the

Eva Marie Saint
Theatre

Tickets: $10
for children 12 and under)
Group Ratal Available

o reserve seats,
call 372-2719
I

Welcome the Holiday Season
with us at the 33rd Annual
Olde English Yuletide Dinners.
This unique event will be presented
at 7:00pm Friday, December 15 and
Saturday, December 16
in 101 Olscamp Hall at
Bowling Green State University.

\4L

^.»&>

\&

Tickets: $20.00
BGSU Students/Seniors $15.00
University Dining Services, the Student Union,
and Mid Am Bank are pleased to have sponsored this program for 33 years. Please make
reservations by calling University Dining
Services Catering Office at 372-6951 or
Mid Am Bank at
419-352-6506 or 419-249-3300 Ex. 6209
Tickets purchased at BGSU may be
paid for by cash, Big Charge, debit dining select, or by a Visa, Mastercard, or
Discover charge

^L

CLASSIFIED ADS • 372-6977
The BG News will nol knowingly accept advertisements thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination againsl any individual or
group on the basis of race, sex. color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the
basis of any other legally protected stains

NEWS

The U( i News reserves the right to decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to be defamatory, lacking
in factual basis, misleading or false in nature. All advertisements are subject to editing and approval.

Campus Events

Travel

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

Market Your International
Experience
Study Abroad returnees are Invited to learn how to write their resumes and how to talk to future
employees about their overseas
experiences. The session will be
held at 3:30pm on Monday,
October 23 In the
Career Services Office, 360
Saddlemire Student Services
Building. Call 372-0309
with questions.

•111 Spring Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations SI29!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Roommate wanted ASAP. Femalerent is S260/mo. All utilities included
except gas Call Wendy @ 3548004, email wshortQbgnet.

Aerobics Instructors
The St James Club and Aquarius
Athletic Club has openings for
experienced Aerobic instructors.
Great benefits and pay. Call
1-419-841-5597 (Rick).

Lawn maintenance positions avail
Pan & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822

3 lamily garage sale. 1049 Clark St.
Sat. 9-3, Sun 10-2 Furniture, H.H.
items, athletic equip. & much more!

WANT TO TRAVEL AND GET
BGSU CREDIT?
Attend one of 165 colleges in the
U.S. for fall or one year while paying
BGSU tuition! No out-ot-state fees1
Credits transfei! Make new friends'
Take special classes' Explore!
New York! California' Hawaii!
THE NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE INFO SESSION:
Thursday. October 19, at 8pm,
Business Administration Bldg;
Rm 1003 For more details call
the NSE program at 2-2501.

Personals
'Alpha Gamma Delta'
Heather, Jill and Minoli
You did a great |0b with recruitment
We love our baby squirrels!
'Alpha Gamma Delta"
'KKI "KKI ' KKI"' KKI"'
The Kappas are looking lor a new
house steward! II interested please
contact Devon at 372-5330 ASAP!
'KKI ' KKI ' KKI ' KKI"

Wanted

I or 2 subleasers needed for University Village Apis Spacious & close
to campus. S265/mo plus utilities
Please call 352-6106
Travel
1 rmte. wanted in 2 bdrm apt Own
room, new carpet, close to campus.
Call tor more into, 354-4372, Jessi«1 Spring Break Vacations!
ca
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &
1 roommate, male or female, own
Florida. Now hiring campus reps
room, 2 bedroom house, near
1-800-234-7007
Franklin Park Mali in Toledo, Call
endiesssummer1ours.com
Kevin (419) 475-9303
•111 Early Specials! Spring Break 2 subleasers needed ASAP each
Bahamas Parly Cruise! 5 Days having own room in brand new colS279! Includes Meals, Paries' Awe lege home Call Bill at 354-2233
some Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
4 subleasers needed
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!'
Spring semester
spnngbreaktravel com
Hillsdale Apts.
1-800-678-6386
Call 353-9440

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown B.G. * 353-1361
www greateastern hollywood com

Alfred Hitchcock's Thriller
Jimmy Stewart (irace Kdry

Help Wanted
Baby-sitter needed, anyone who
called Anita at 353-9137 about babysitting for 4 kids, please call back,
lost babysitting list.
CHILD CARE ADMINISTRATOR
and TEACHERS
Responsible lor the supervision and
management of a before and/or after school program for school-age
children. Musi have education or
training in child development/early
childhood education. Expenence in
supervising school-age children preferred Need valid driver's license
and reliable transportation Part-time
position with competiiive wages
Come to the East Toledo Family
Center, 1020 Varland Ave to fill out
an application or call Scott Michaehs
at 419-691-1429 extension 149 or
Lisa Black, extension 152
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work pan-time, full-lime, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time Many college
students work here Starling pay is
S5 30 per hour with an automatic
S 25 per hour increase to $5 55 after
100 hours ot service with the company These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small pans Apply in person between the hours of 9 00am and
5 00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PROD
UCTS. INC . 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks
Irom campus near Kinko s and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks

Childcare needed for after school
315-5:15. 5 days/week. Transportation needed. 352-6127

Telemarketing, now hiring, full/parttime, guaranteed hourly rale, average earnings S8 an hour, 2 blocks
from campus, call Christie at 3538705.

Dancers-No expenence necessary,
earn BIG MONEY$$$! Apply in person at: Deja Vu, 135 S Bryne, 531-

Wanted. Dancers, waitstaff, apply
after 5pm. 5801 Telegraph, Toledo.
OH or call 419-476-6640

0329
Qtieral Labor
Weston Co. looking for hard working
individuals S7.50/hr to stad
Temp-Perm
4 rotating 10 hr. days
Drug Test Required
Renhill Staffing Services

Cowboy Junkie concert tickets this
Sunday 7pm. Front row, lower balcony Call Scott e 419-823-1519.
FOR SALE: 2 yr old male cockatail.
large cage, $125 or best otter. Free
hamster Mirror-top coffee table, $30
or best otter. Call 353-9137.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19 9%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ex14558

For Sale
For Rent

1982 Mobile home. Fairmont, 2
bdrm $8000 obo 352-5201

353-1540
GRAPHIC ARTIST
BG company looking for full time
graphic artist Experience a must
Call Renhill Staffing Services &
(419)353-1540

1992 Nissan
4 cyl. 5 spd. sunroof
Only S2495
353-8810

inside help & drivers needed pan
time. Flexible hours Hungry Howie's
Pizza in Perrysburg 872-4800
RECEPTIONIST
Parl-time-30hrs a week Pay rate
begins & S7 50/hr Temp to perm
position Renhill Staffing Services
(419)353-1540

1993 Daytona
Auto, A/C, Stereo
Only S2995
353-8810

Sales help for Christmas, Southwyck Mall, November-December
S8-S13 hour If you enjoy talking to
people, call Jane at 866-1790
Seeking conscientious, detail oriented pan-time help for marketing initiatives & customer database upgrades & maintenance Can stad
immediately Contact Lea Harper @
CBA. Inc 1-800-874-8080
Substitute aides needed to work in
Wood County Schools $7 00 per
hour HS diploma or GED required.
To apply contact Karen Lmdquist at
Wood County ESC (354-9010)
Substitute teachers needed to work
in the Wood County schools. Daily
rate will vary depending on school
district Bachelor's degree required
To apply contact Karen Lmdquist at
Wood County ESC (354-9010)

1993 Jimmy
4 Dr.. 4x4, Auto
Great condition
$7995
353-8810

98 Salurn SL2. 4dr. power locks.
windows & cruise, leather, excellent
condition $12.500/or best Call 3542083
Athletic Event Calendars For Sale
SAAC (Student Athletic Advisory
Committee) is selling event calendars now tor just $5 00 Call Janna
Blais at 2-2041

" 2001-2002 listings available "
Will mail or pickup at office. 316 E.
Merry »3 or call 353-0325.
1 female subleaser needed. 2 bedroom apartment at University
Courts. Own spacious bedroom, all
utilities included, except electric
Please Ml 353-0183, ask lor Lee
1 or 2 roommates needed, house,
garage, own bedroom, $216/month
plus deposit. 352-4818.
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
2 bdrm.. 1 bath apt. Spacious, available immediately $425 mo. Call
308-0047.
Subleaser needed. S250rT»o Pay
only electric ($10-$15/mo ) 7th St
Lease till May 2001 Local Number,
494-5545, Lve message
WANTED ASAP 1 subleaser tor
apartment in Hillsdale Own spacious room!! Just $190 a month, utilities extra. Lease through Aug
2001 Please call 352-6142, ask lor
Brandi

)ooooooeeooe<

Rear
Nightly
5:007:009:30

Fern subleaser needed ASAP.
S201.667mo ♦ Ulil. AC, cable,
washer/dryer Call Kate « 3525893
Needed 1 female subleaser ASAP
until May 17. Own room, spacious
For information please call 3534179, ask for Allison

PHOTOGRAPHER W/TELEPHOTO
NEEDED-THIS SUNDAY; 3530561Tutor needed lor CONS 406 class
Contact Disabilities Services
For Students © 372-8495

PG

CINEMARK

The Best Seat In Town

NEVER
HOICK
I I \< II

AGAIN!

ANTZ

Cinema 5

...i whok ne» omptctnt. [FG]

For Showtimes call
354-0558

OUTBACK

Sat Sun 1:003:00

Woodland Mall - N.Main St.
or log on to cmemark com]

Regiser to recieve
showtimes via email!

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

STEAKHOUSE*

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks. Servers &
HoHls/IIostesscn
N Top wages
V Flexible Hours
\' Paid Vacations
% Health/Dental
Insurance
Employee Stock
Option Plan

are just a few ot the great
benefits waiting for you!
in person
Mori. - In. 2-4
Kil W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537

Rummage
Salec-~>
*WHERE:
TRINITY UNITKD METHODIST CHURCH
(CORNER OF SUMMIT AND COURT ST., B.G.)

•WHEN:
SATURDAY

Cable Channel 6

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 12
9AM-6PM

OCTOBER 14

ER1DAY

9AM-12PM

OCTOBER 13

$2 BAG DAY (EVERY
THING YOU CAN FIT IN A
BACi FOR $2)

k

Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
source
.

9AM-4PM
1/2 PRICE DAY!

\|I|IK

(Just a ltw minute* trom BG!
Take 1-475W to Pu—tt-turn right.)

CBdarRrjnrt
Singers
Singer/Dancers

[Test your skill with '
NTN Interactive Sports t
Trivia Games!]
New For You

Musicians
STEAK HOUSE

DJ.'s
PEANUTS™
Costume
Characters

ENTERTAINMENT

Minimum Age IB
For audition sites or
information contact:
Cedar Point
Live Entertainment
One Cedar Point Drive
Sandusky.OH
4*70-5259
(419) 627-2390
ccdarpoint.com

load's never been
tltis Dwell fun!

SUNDAYS
Costume Shop
Personnel
Stage Managers
Technicians
Assistant
Choreographer

i

Ift KOITH MAIN '
I0WIING Cll IH

